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The total-system approach to handling
odor control for both apparel and wearer.
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Agion® Antimicrobial by Sciessent, Proven to Inactivate Viruses by 99.99% in 5
Minutes, Incorporated In 3 Million N95 Masks Shipped to-date from Nexera Medical.
Elemental Ions
(Active ingredient)

AGION® ANTIMICROBIAL
• Zeolite technology
• Combats odor – causing bacteria
• Customizable to meet performanceand cost goals
- Up to 100+ washes
• ‘Smart’ antimicrobial delivery

Sodium Ion

Ion Ex chan ge

• EFA Registered
• Application methods
- Pad/Dry/Cure
- Exhaust
- Package Yarn

Zeolite
©2011 Sciessent LLC

The Zeolite cage holds the ions, allowing controlled release.

OUR BRANDS
XL

Sciessent LLC
Corporate Headquarters
60 Audubon Road, Wakeﬁeld
MA 01880, USA

XL

Phone: 781.224.7100
Fax: 781.246.3340
info@agion-tech.com
www.sciessent.com

ANTI VIRAL + ANTI BACTERIAL MASK

FILTERS OUT DUST, VIRUS, BACTERIA, SMOKE & POLLEN

AVAB Protection M99

AVAB Active M99

Key Features of AVAB Protection M99:

Key Features of AVAB Active M99:

HeIQ Viroblock (AVAB) Technology on the top layer.

HeIQ Viroblock (AVAB) Technology on the top layer.

Three layer knitted structure gives strong filtration
better than surgical mask.

Two layer knitted structure gives very good filtration.

A Development

All two layers Water Repellent finish further increase
droplet and particles blockages.

All three layers Water Repellent finish further
increase droplet and particles blockages.
Reusable, effective till 15 to 20 wash, hence cost
effective and environment friendly

of

Reusable, effective till 15 to 20 wash, hence cost
effective and environment friendly

MRP: BDT 1300
TT Store Price: BDT 1200

Better breathability, suitable to use during walking,
jogging, running and activities etc.

(Per Box/10pcs.)

*Delivary charge applicable

MRP: BDT 1400
TT Store Price: BDT 1300
(Per Box/10pcs.)

*Delivary charge applicable

Now Available in

www.store.textiletoday.com.bd

AVAB Fashion M99
Key Features of AVAB Fashion M99:

by

HeIQ Viroblock (AVAB) Technology on the top layer.
Two layer knitted structure gives very good filtration.
All two layers Water Repellent finish further increase
droplet and particles blockages.
Reusable, effective till 15 to 20 wash, hence cost
effective and environment friendly
Better breathability, Flexible Fitting, suitable for
fashion combinations etc.

MRP: BDT 1700
TT Store Price: BDT 1600
(Per Box/10pcs.)

*Delivary charge applicable

Brand : ANTI VIRAL + ANTI BACTERIAL MASK, AVAB M99
Grade : FIRST GRADE
Material : KNITTED STRUCTURES WITH CELLULOSIC AND OTHER FIBERS

MADE IN BANGLADESH
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FDA

UQ-14987

SOFT

NON-IRRITATING

HeiQ Viroblock Technology has been proven
to deactivate viruses by up to 99.99%
including SARS-CoV-2, in their laboratory
ODORLESS

This product is washable up to 15-20 times

CE

CE-4807

Find More
REUSABLE

99.99% EFFECTIVE

FIBERGLASS FREE

PROFESSIONAL TESTING
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 Have sufﬁcient space & arrangement for dry processing &
making washing lab
 Separate QC section
 Have 400 KVA Disel Generator stand by for power back up
 Have provision for future expansion

If you are interested pls contact us
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Sciessent, supplier of the Agion
Antimicrobial, Agion Active, Sciessent Lava
and Sciessent Curb DWR product lines for
textiles, medical, water and industrial
applications, is one of the global leader in
antimicrobial and anti-odor applications.
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A declaration of the era
of ‘Functional Fashion’
Tareq Amin
includes protection under harsh
environmental conditions during
work or sporting activities and
protection against extreme
hazards and environments,
textiles for defense forces, etc. All
these demands will continue to
rise as well making it a lucrative
investment for retailers and brands.
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Demand for fast fashion declines
In this junction of the Covid-19
pandemic, many well-established
realities and practices of the world
are changing rapidly. Industries,
businesses, social dynamics, the
lifestyle are few to name and so
the definition of fashion and the
fashion industry is also going
to see a major change. It seems
the dominating concept of ‘Fast
Fashion’ is going to be affected by
the need for function, protection
and serviceability and so the word
‘Functional Fashion’ is to become
the next buzz word in the fashion
industry.
Now ‘protective functions’ not only
be sought by frontline workers
i.e. medical professionals, law
enforcement, etc., but this would
also be required in the daily use
of clothing and accessories. Today
not only the sportsmen, but
travelers of adverse weather, or
especially vulnerable persons or
the children also need protection

12

and special functions on their
clothing, it is going to be feature
asked by everybody on their
fashion products. Function in
fashion is going to give critical
market advantages to fashion
brands and retailers.
Functional clothing is specifically
designed and engineered to
ensure predefined performance
requirements and/or functionality
for the user. Like in personal
protective equipment or protective
apparel with antibacterial
properties demand for which
has surged to protect from
Coronavirus. So, Functional
Clothing will no more be of a very
special small market, it is going
to insert in the regular fashion
market. The adverse effects of
climate change is only to make it
more relevant for the time beyond
the current pandemic.
Besides, functionally made wear

‘Functional Fashion’ is the
term that binds fashion
awareness, style and
design distinguished with
the necessary function
of protection and also
product life cycle. The
fashion is to be more
sustainable in nature
than the ‘Fast Fashion’
and hopefully, the
consumers will pay better
for better protection of
themselves also for better
protection of others.
Sustainable production
and consumption could be
achieved by the concept of‘
Functional Fashion’.
It is Textile Today, a Bangladesh
based global textile media network
and innovation hub is launching
the concept of ‘Functional Fashion’
in the second week of June 2020.
And that’s why a special weekly
supplementary has been added
with the portfolio of Textile Today
publications. We look forward to
initiating a great journey that can
help to turn the textile, clothing
and fashion industry a better one
overcoming the strains put by the
pandemic and ‘Fast Fashion’.
To access the weekly Functional Fashion,
visit- www.ff.textiletoday.com.bd
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High-performance barrier effect solutions
In times like these, good protection is crucial. At Huntsman Textile Effects, we produce a range of high-performance Barrier Effects
for critical applications including face masks and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for our healthcare heroes on the frontline.
For nonwoven and woven face masks and PPE, such as surgical gowns and scrubs, we offer a range of fluorinated
(PHOBOL®) and non-fluorinated (PHOBOTEX ® and ZELANTM) products with excellent barrier properties that protect the
wearer and keep them safe. All these products meet a broad spectrum of repellency requirements for durable and
non-durable applications.

Edition 2020
© Copyright 2020. Huntsman Corporation or an affiliate thereof. All rights reserved. PHOBOL® and PHOBOTEX® are
registered trademarks of Huntsman Corporation or an affiliate thereof in one or more, but not all countries. Zelan™ is
a trademark of The Chemours Company FC, LLC.

Cover Story

Covid-19 pandemic:
New business model a
must for the sustainable
fashion industry
Textile Today Analysis

Covid-19 pandemic has shaken
the global fashion industry by
destabilizing the whole supply
chain. But Covid-19 could not be
an excuse to divert from ethical
practice or to back off from
sustainability, which needed to
rebuild the sector after coronavirus
crises are over.
Unfortunately, this was seen in
the global apparel supply chain
during the Covid-19 pandemic
and buyers, retailers, importers
and brands have deviated from
their purchasing practice raising
questions about the sustainability
and ethical ground.
It is always a hot topic for global
buyers and retailers to talk about
when negotiating with suppliers
for placing work order and
branding goods to consumers.

rights.
However, after the outbreak of
Covid-19, sustainability from the
buyers' end came under questions
as they have deviated from
sustainable and ethical buying
practices in sourcing goods from
suppliers in Bangladesh as well as
in other Asian countries.
In the wake of the pandemic,
orders placed with different
manufacturers in Bangladesh
worth $3.17 billion have been
canceled or put on hold by brands
and retailers, while they delayed

the payment leaving factory
owners in trouble to pay workers.
On top of that, after a certain
period, the retailers and brands
changed their voice and came up
with a new offer with a proposal
of accepting a great percentage of
discounts on the agreed price of
the orders or asking manufacturers
to cancel goods.
This unethical purchasing practice
has left tens of thousands of
workers' jobs in the sector at
risk. So it is time to redefine
sustainability in the fashion

Brands true face during the
Covid-19 pandemic

For the sake of the apparel
industry, Bangladeshi
manufacturers have shown their
best performance in ensuring
sustainability in manufacturing and
other issues.
As of now, Bangladesh has the
highest number of certified green
factories and the apparel makers
have invested a lot in technology
to make the industry sustainable
in terms of environment and labor

14

Forced discounts
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industry for the sake of business in
the post-Covid-19 pandemic world.
Why sustainability needs to be
redefined
In the post-Covid-19 pandemic
world, the consumers will spend
less money to buy fashion goods
and be more selective, the
expectation for sustainability, fair
working conditions, safeguarding
workers’ rights and ethical action
within supply chains will become
absolute table stakes.
After Covid-19, fashion leaders
will reshape what it means to be
a sustainable business, with a
unified approach that integrates
environmental, social, and
purchasing considerations into
core business practices, with
the development of sustainable
products as an area of innovation.
Also, it is very important, the
manufacturers and buyers must
protect the workers’ rights and
their livelihoods.
On the other hand, expectations
for the whole industry will be
reset around greater collaboration,
more equitable partnerships, and
collective responsibility across all
parts of the value chain.
So, in every business decision,
the fashion brand owners and
manufacturers, and sustainability
professionals need practical and
actionable guidance to avoid
backsliding on progress and to actively
prepare for a changing industry.

workers, employees, capital, value
chain partnerships, channels,
and the trust and support of
their customers. This moment
is an opportunity to remove
unnecessary complexity and costs,
to prepare for reinvestment.
Fashion companies have to resolve
immediate inventory challenges
in partnership with suppliers as
sustainability will be imperative for
strong companies after the crisis.
Leaders will make sustainability
central to post-pandemic decisionmaking, while laggards will view
sustainability as an effort to
resume once convenient.
Fashion brands and companies
have to take advantage of
digitalization, innovative business
models, and end-to-end solutions –
with transparency playing a central
role – to assess and demonstrate
positive environmental and social
impact to stakeholders.
People, who would succeed in
maintaining their sustainability
programs and commitments,
will gain many business benefits
once it ends, and rebuild a more
sustainable fashion industry after
Covid-19.
The new business model is a must
According to the present system
of placing work orders, a buyer
doesn't need to invest any money.
Manufacturers need to finance
all raw materials and bear all

Fashion companies must safeguard

Impact of buyers’
unethical behavior in
the pandemic.

$3.17 billion,

orders canceled/put
on hold by brands

419

RMG factory
closure
Delayed
payment left
workers without
payment

Scores of
workers lost
job
operational costs in advance
before delivery of the goods.
As a result, clients can alter the
order's terms and conditions or
leave the contract at any time
without hesitation. Even, they also
demand discounts in case of any

Post-pandemic redefined sustainability
Unified approach integrating environmental, social,
purchasing considerations
Greater collaboration, more equitable partnerships,
collective responsibility across the value chain will be a
demand
Sustainability central decision-makings, while laggards
will view sustainability as an effort to resume once convenient
Transparency must play a central role as fashion have
to take advantage of digitalization, innovative business
models, end-to-end solutions
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failure or flaws.
The buyer's dominance was
noticed during the Covid-19
pandemic as they canceled orders
and later demanded discounts due
to the lack of a proper system,
which protects the supplier's
rights.

formulate a set of guidelines that
both the buyers and manufacturers
have to comply with. The
guidelines will include clauses such
as no orders without irrevocable
LC, said Mostafiz, also Founder
and CEO of Bangladesh Denim
Expo, an exhibition dedicated to
denim products.

In the given context, Bangladeshi
apparel makers need to develop
a new business model, where
both parties will hold similar
responsibility for placing orders
and buyers will contribute in
purchasing raw materials.

Priorities for sustainability

“As a way to save bank charges,
almost all brands/retailers
have stopped working through
irrevocable letters of credit which
are usually called “Master LC.”
Instead, they have started the
practice of using sales contracts or
purchase orders,” Mostafiz Uddin,
Managing Director of Denim
Expert Limited, an export-oriented
denim maker.

On the other hand, they have to
manage orders while preserving
supply chain relationships by
avoiding cancelation of completed
orders to prevent factory closures
and impacts to workers. Engage
in collaborative conversations and
respectful dialogue with suppliers
on how to address issues together.

An irrevocable letter of credit is a
financial instrument used by banks
to guarantee a buyer’s obligations
to a manufacturer. It is irrevocable
because the letter of credit cannot
be modified unless all parties
agree to the modifications.
"To come out from this unethical
purchasing practice and unfair
situation, partnership and trust
between the clients and the
manufacturers are vital. The
current and existing business
norms need a complete overhaul.
Brands and retailers or clients
need to engage in financial
investment in the supply chain,”
said Mostafiz Uddin.

In remaining sustainable in the
business, fashion companies
have to safeguard human capital,
financial capital, and supply chain
relationships.

On top of that, maintaining
key social and environmental
programs is very crucial. The focus
should be given on workforce
protection, health and safety, and
key environmental programs, as
well as on collecting social and
environmental data.
Role of manufacturers in
sustainability
The outbreak of the Covid-19
pandemic brought rapid changes
in people's life and living

Buyers’
partnership must
be included

standards. The fashion industry is
not out of those changes. So, the
manufacturers of apparel goods
think out of the box for making
the supply chain and business
sustainable.
“We are in an extraordinary
situation when the global fashion
industry is going through a very
turbulent time due to Covid-19
pandemic,” Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) president Dr.
Rubana Huq told Textile Today.
In making the textile and
apparel sector sustainable, we
should focus on creating our
virtual marketplace (business to
consumers) like Amazon, eBay as
the consumer's behavior towards
purchasing changes rapidly, said
the business leader.
To this end, the government has to
play a key role, she said.
On the other hand, product
diversification and technology
up-gradation are crucial for
apparel industry as the demands
of recycled, non-cotton based
clothing goods and circular
products items on the rise, said
Rubana suggesting to move for
producing meditex and healthtex
including Personal Protective
Equipment, facemask, medical
gowns as the future of these
products are bright.

Buyers pay for raw
materials at the time
of placing orders

A new system whereby buyers
pay for raw materials at the time
of placing orders would be a
major step forward. The trade
associations of the manufacturers
as well as the buyers can play a
vital role there, he added.
These associations can discuss and

16
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Digital Marketing

Bangladesh apparel makers’
presence in online platforms
is must to offset market loss
due to COVID-19
Textile Today-Alibaba webinar on exploring online market places to increase export
TT Event
Business is shrinking all over
the world due to the COVID-19
pandemic. People now merely
go for physical shopping. Many
reports have stated that peoples
are now more inclined to the
online shopping.
Here B2B platforms like Alibaba
can play a vital role for Bangladesh
and business can grow further if
entrepreneurs think and act dynamically.

& Marketing, Amin and Jahan
Corporation Ltd were the Keynote
speakers. Kazi Iftekhar, President,
Bangladesh Garment Buying
House Association (BGBA);
Abdullah Hil Rakib, Managing
Director, Team Group and
Ashfaque Ahmed, CEO, Base
Textiles Ltd were the honorable
panel members. The webinar
moderated by Tareq Amin,
Founder and CEO of Textile Today.

B2C level but also in B2B level.
As physical distancing is being the
new norms and as global travelling
will come down significantly, using
online platforms and applications will
increase drastically in coming days.
Product portfolio design to supply
chain structure everything is
different in case of businesses
through online platforms. The
speakers acknowledged that current
manufacturing and supply chain
structure of Bangladesh is completely
different to the need of the online
business chain. So, the country
needs to go through a substantial
transformation to make it happen.

On 20 June 2020, a webinar on
‘Exploring Online Market Places
for Increasing Export’ has been
organized by Textile Today-supported by Alibaba.com--where
industry prominent entrepreneurs
and experts explained how the
future business can be transformed
through online platforms.

Kyaw Sein Thay Dolly, one of the
Keynote speakers forecasted that
Bangladesh may lose about 10-15
billion dollars of its export due
to the impact of COVID-19 this
year and stressed the necessity
of increasing its apparel makers’
presence in global online platforms.

Kyaw Sein Thay Dolly, Managing
Director of Cloths ‘R’ Us Ltd
and MM Uddin, Manager, Sales

Even in pandemic rise of sales in
online platforms indicates a certain
future bringing more customers
to online platforms not only in

Kazi Iftekhar, President, BGBA
stressed the need for policy
support for making the transition
happened. He told that from
financial channels to duty
structure redesign a lot of changes
are required to make the country

Abdullah Hil Rakib
Managing Director
Team Group

Kyaw Sein Thay Dolly
Managing Director
Cloths ‘R’ Us Ltd

Kazi Iftekhar
President
Bangladesh Garment
Buying House Association
18
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Ashfaque Ahmed
CEO
Base Textiles Ltd

suitable to grab potential chunk
from global online markets.
The speakers assured that the
current supply chain is not going
to disappear fully so Bangladesh
will remain strong on serving
traditional supply chain of fast
fashion brands, but they agreed
that use of online based decision
making and communication
will certainly be incorporated in
most of the business process. 3D
product design to sample approval
process many pre and post
production activities are going
to go online to reduce physical
involvement and to make the
supply chain faster.
Lower lead time, lower order size
or lot, stock to raw materials are
some key things the companies
should have for aligning their
factories for online platforms.
However, the speakers stressed on
the necessity of shift in mindset
first. If the companies remain
content on easy life in dealing with
volume orders and less variation,
it will not be possible for them to
start for this market segment.
Bangladesh must prepare
itself to better serve through
those platforms. A strategic
shift should be the first step to
do. And Bangladeshi resilient
entrepreneurs always can do
that, said Abdullah Hil Rakib,
Managing Director, Team Group.
He expressed his optimism that
when it was needed, Bangladeshi

Bangladesh Textile Today |

Tareq Amin
Founder and CEO
Textile Today

MM Uddin
Manager (Sales & Marketing)
Amin & Jahan Corporation Ltd

companies always did it, and now
also these companies certainly can
adapt to new situation.

the order to the online platforms
and asked the companies to
align their marketing, product
development and manufacturing
for that. Making own product
portfolio gives multiple
advantages and presenting those
collections using online platforms
will reduce cost of communication
to the customers.

In Europe and America consumer
behavior is changing very fast
from fashion to functionality.
Antibacterial and antiviral product
demand will rise high in the
coming season, said Ashfaque
Ahmed, CEO, Base Textiles Ltd.
He also strongly pointed that
brands like Sears, J. C. Penney,
Debenhams, DVF Studio UK, Lulu
Giunness, Neiman Markus etc. got
bankrupted mainly because of
their failure to adopt ecommerce.
For same reason we are also
suffering as we are only working
with these traditional brands
and buyers. Entrepreneurs must
have to adopt diversified ways of
business to sustain in the race.

A small marketing team is enough
to answer the queries coming
through the platforms. Capable
companies can start to shift 5
to 10% of their capacity for this
market. Necessary alignment
of the manufacturing floors to
deal with small orders is not
difficult as opined by Abdullah Hil
Rakib. He told that platforms like
Alibaba must be explored with full
attention.

Marketing strategy, plan and
preparation all need to be changed
from the current composer. To
reduce market risk, companies
now can have a separate
marketing segment to gain orders
through online platforms. Alibaba,
the biggest B2B export platform,
can be one of the biggest sources
of orders for the companies told
MM Uddin, Manager, Sales &
Marketing of Amin & Corporation
Ltd. Amin & Corporation Ltd is the
global service partner of Alibaba.
com in Bangladesh.

Abdullah Hil Rakib and Kazi
Iftekhar promised to do the
needful to attain policy in place
by talking to the government
authorities.

The speakers suggested
Bangladeshi apparel makers to
target to shift a certain portion of

Please watch the webinar here
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GO7FdaMCGYQ&t=33s
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Need for training and capacity
building was stressed in the
webinar. Alibaba representative
later promised that they can
help the companies by providing
necessary training to prepare their
marketing, product development
and production team ready to
explore online platforms.
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Ways to be productive at work
Naijur Rahman, Founder CEO – Mind Works
Certified Productivity, Efficiency & CI Consultant
Certified Lean Six Sigma Coach & Guide | International Speaker |Transformational Trainer & Motivator
Productivity is regarded as the
ultimate demand for businesses
and offices. And It is alluring to
look at highly productive people
as machines. But by studying
how they work efficiently and
overcome the challenges it is
found that it is possible to boost
your own productivity as well. You
cannot become more productive
overnight. But if you make small
changes and put some of these habits
into place, you will be well on your
way to becoming more efficient.
Here is how to do it…
Arrive early: Arrive 15 Minutes
Early in the office. Organize your
desk, do a regular 5s, focus on the
task required today, make a list,
and prioritize your day task.
Emails and phones: Avoid
checking mail the first things.
Avoid checking and replay email
frequently and throughout the day!
Check mail in a bunch periodically.
Email and other distractions can
be reduced by asking people who
contact you to do more work
up front. Ask people to research
their questions before coming
to you, and provide as much
info as possible in their emails.
Same goes for you—spending
time on communications instead
of dashing off a quick email can
minimize back and forth.
Planning: Schedule your
day including task, meeting,
customer visit, report submission,
customer reply etc. and plan your
assignments. The theory behind
most important tasks is that any
given to-do list has some tasks
that are more important than
others. If you focus on simply
checking off to-do list items, you
will end up with a mix of important
and less important tasks completed.
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Figure: It’s tempting to look at highly productive people as machines (or wizards). But by
studying how they work efficiently and overcome the challenges we all experience, it’s
possible to boost your own productivity as well.

Time usages: Use your time
efficiently. Use your power hours
to complete your most important
and urgent task and focus on the
tasks and slot it down for the day.
Meetings: 15 Min Standing or
walking meetings are effective and
help to focus. Do not keep meeting
in the very first hour and at the very
last hour and very last day.
Break time: Take periodic break
in every after 90 Min of focused
task which helps you refocus
again. Gadgets and computer
users give your eye a break for 20
second after 20 min of focus in the
screen. Nobody, not even highly
productive people, can focus for
eight hours straight. It simply is
not possible. No matter how many
efficient habits you build, you
cannot maintain distraction-free
focus for that long.
That is why taking breaks is so
important (and research shows it
makes people more productive).
Even breaks that are just a few
minutes long can help you recharge

and come up with new ideas.
Be proactive about taking
breaks. When you take breaks,
it is important to make them
structured and deliberate. It’s easy
to justify distractions as ‘taking a
break.’ But if you don’t have that
break time scheduled, it is possible
that you are actually just getting
distracted.
Open view and desk plant: Open
view, see through the window
and small plantation on the desk
and greenery in the office makes you
better productive and keeps you fresh.
Health and well being: Light
exercise and stretching are proven
tools to reduce stress and boost
your immune and helps to boost
happy hormone which leads to
better productivity and keep you
fresh and in healthy mindset. Avoid
junk and too oily food in the office.
Pace yourself: Rushing to task will
create more errors and that keeps
you busy to re-do the same job.
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protection
Insect Proof Concept
INSECT PROTECTION AGENT

People have been struggling to protect themselves against insect borne
diseases. Recently the dangers were highlighted by the emergence
of novel diseases like the Zika virus and Lyme disease. This became
particularly manifest in North-America and Europe as it sparked the
demand for insect protection products.
For further information: INSECTPROOF.BIZ
Tel.: +31 (0)318 67 09 11 | Info@tanatexchemicals.com | TANATEXCHEMICALS.COM

ADDING PASSION
TO TEXTILES.

Featured Story

Collaboration: Always keep
positive mind to help others and
be open to ask help from others
which will help you to achieve
both of your mutual goal.
Support: Keep an open mind to
support your peers, subordinates
and always share the credits of
achievements.
Be positive: Infuse positive
emotions into our work and peers
and enjoy the contagious nature of
each other’s emotions.
Office politics: Do not get bogged
down with office politics. See a
bigger future picture, just focus
the Value Adding Task, and focus
what Is needed to move forward.
Criticism: Understand that

Trade and Biz

criticism is a free advice from your
colleagues. Take it as a feedback
and improve your works.
Compassion: Remain
Compassionate to a negative
colleague, people are usually
negative for a reason.
Holidays: Try something different
on holidays which boost mental
energy and re-wire the brain path.
If you are planning something
interesting, you can invite your
peers and colleagues to join.
Adapt: Be always flexible and
adaptive to new changes. Change
always brings good. There is a
saying: You can survive if you
Change after the change. You will
be successful if you change before
the change and you will lead if you

bring the change.
Commute: Use your commuting
time by listening audio books,
motivational video, podcast, email
correspondence on phone and
make to do list for the day. Highly
productive people can seem like
magicians or robots. Most of the
time, the most efficient people you
meet have managed to find ways
to overcome procrastination and
other challenges.
productivity tips come down to
4 main things. Here’s how to be
more productive:
• Manage your time well
• Make better to-do lists
• Take care of yourself
• Be proactive

1% additional incentives for
RMG to continue
Staff Correspondent

Additional one percent cash
incentives against the exports of
apparel goods with the existing
incentives will continue for the
next year.
Currently, apparel exporters
enjoy 4% cash incentives against
exports to non-traditional markets.
Beyond this, the sector also enjoys
a 1% cash incentive to all export
destinations.
Finance Minister AHM Mustafa
Kamal came up with the projection
on Thursday while he was
announcing the national budget
for the fiscal year 2020-21 in the
parliament.
The government has kept on
providing all kinds of benefits,
including cash incentives, to the
readymade garments (RMG)
industry as it is the principal
export sector of the country.
Again, an additional 1 percent
22

export incentive is being provided
to all categories of RMG exports
from FY2019-20. However, due to
the growing trade tensions and the
recession in the world economy,
a downturn in global goods
trade in 2019 and 2020 has been
forecasted.
Therefore, overall exports from
Bangladesh, including that of RMG,
have continuously been declining.
Due to a reduction in demand in
developed countries, RMG export
this year is showing a negative
trend compared to the previous
year. Exports will reduce further in
the coming days due to the global
lockdown amidst the outbreak of
coronavirus, said the minister.
The Minister expects that the
RMG industry will see a rebound
with the support from the
stimulus package being offered
by the government to counter
the Covid-19 pandemic, and that

Figure: Currently, apparel exporters enjoy
4% cash incentives against exports to
non-traditional markets. Beyond this, the
sector also enjoys a 1% cash incentive to all
export destinations.

export will return to the desired
positive trend in FY2020-21.
So, I propose to continue with
this additional export incentive
of 1 percent in the next fiscal
year in addition to existing other
incentives, said Kamal.
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Sustainable
approach requires
for garment
industry in postCovid-19 world
Textile Today Analysis
The Covid-19 pandemic-stricken
world is shifting fast from many
years of prejudiced practices – in
many cases unsustainable habits –
and last but not least is one of the
most polluted and buyer dominant
fashion industry.
The Coronavirus has severely
exposed clothing brands
and retailers. To diminish this
vulnerability, future fashion models
must ensure more concentrated
value-added, product-based and
a good portion of steak for all
the parties. It will also encourage
the re-localization of sustainable
supply chains.
Businesses are moving online,
so suppliers are to sustain in the
pandemic.
On that point, Dr. Rubana Huq,
President, Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) said, “If
we want to make a sustainable
textile and apparel industry, we
should transform more into online
marketing as every consumer
buying habit is changing rapidly
into online buying habits.”
She further expressed, “Now we
will move to a virtual market place
means business to consumer
(B2C) idea. BGMEA is working
on it. Besides, it needs policy
support from the government. It is
challenging for us, but if we make
this platform it will be branding for us.”
The Covid-19 is also given rise to
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functional clothing. For example,
medical workers, law enforcement
agencies and consumers are on
the treasure hunt for protective
clothing i.e. clothing with functional
properties to protect wearers.
Bangladesh apparel sector has not
moved significantly towards valueadded functional clothing.
“We make five basic readymade
garments (RMG) products but it
is high-time to make value-added
products. Besides we should
move sector diversification.
And meditex, healthtex apparel
demand will be increased at a
prodigious level.”
One of the core deficiencies we
have is that our 74% primary
textile sector is cotton fiberbased. Whereas manmade fiber
production will be the gamechanger, Huq added.
The Covid-19 outbreak is having a
far-reaching effect on businesses
in almost every part of the world.
Globally, demand for apparel is
shrinking and 99% of apparel
factories need to operate their
operation in compact capacity.

terms so that we can go for partial
payment from total cancellation.”
Rubana Huq shared these opinions
at a recent press conference while
Textile Today reporter asked her
about the new look of the fashion
industry in the post-Covid-19
world and necessary sustainable
approach.

Post Pandemic trend

Online marketing

Product
diversification

Rubana Huq depicted another
harsh reality of the buyer
dominating the fashion industry.
“In the midst of this global
crisis buyers canceled orders or
unlawfully demanded discounts
and some even halted payments.”
“They said they will pay later, but
they are not clearing the payment
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FDI inflow hampered due to
low investment in apparel
Nayem Abdullah
Foreign direct investment (FDI) into Bangladesh has
fallen sharply as the country’s economic backbone
the apparel sector witnessed a low investment
turnaround.
This was revealed in the ‘World Investment Report
2020’ of the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD). Where FDI into
Bangladesh dropped by 56% to the US $1.6 billion in
2019 after a huge flow in the preceding year.
“Inflows to Bangladesh, an important FDI recipient
in South Asia, fell by 56% to $1.6 billion. The decline
reflects an adjustment from a record-high level in
2018. The export-oriented apparel industry remains
an important FDI recipient, with major investors from
the Republic of Korea, Hong Kong and China,” the
report also said.
In 2020, the garment sector is expected to be
severely affected by factors like closed down
factories and falling global demand for apparel
goods due to Covid-19 impact, says the report.
As of April 2020, the Bangladesh Garments
Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA)
projected that more than $3 billion worth of apparel
exports had been canceled or suspended, adds the
UN report.
The experts and economists differed with the report.
“The investment figure mentioned in the UNCTAD
report does not replicate the real picture of
Bangladesh’s FDI as it did not add the investment
of the last quarter of 2019. As per Bangladesh Bank
data, the FDI was $2.87 billion in 2019,” said Sirajul
Islam, Executive Chairman of Bangladesh Investment
Development Authority (BIDA).
Policy Research Institute Executive Director Ahsan H
Mansur told that it was a big disaster as the country
not appeal to the FDI at the expected level in 2019.
“We have never seen such a big decline,” Ahsan
Mansur said.
In the meantime, economists and experts have
called for an investigation to look into the difference
between the data of the Bangladesh Bank and
UNCTAD.
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Regional and global scenario
Amid Covid-19 pandemic, nine Asian LDCs witnessed
a downward trend in FDI in eight years to $9 billion,
a decline of 27%. The topmost three FDI recipients
– Cambodia, Myanmar and Bangladesh – accounted
for 94% of those inflows.
The Covid-19 pandemic affecting investment, global
FDI flows are estimating to decline by up to 40%
in 2020, from their 2019 value of $1.54 trillion. This
would bring FDI below $1 trillion for the first time
since 2005.
Experts suggested that in attracting higher FDI
in different sectors, Bangladesh must complete a
few Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and ensure a
satisfactory investment climate.
“To attract more foreign investors, the government
has first to make the special economic zones (SEZs)
ready," said Mustafizur Rahman, Distinguished
Fellow, Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD).
FDI inflow to SAARC countries for 2019
(in billion US$)
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ASUDEL

Inverse process on continuous
Application for wash down effects

Possibility of dyeing extremely deep shades.
Wide range of colours.
No tailing problems neither different affinity
of the dyestuffs on combinations.
Dyestuffs are easily combinable among them.
Washing off effect and washing fastness
increased.
Friendly process for shading in order to adjust
final shades when necessary.
If there is any issue on final shade, it is easily
stripped off.
Machinery remains very clean when
compared with pigments.
WE ARE WITH
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1. By using natural resources

Water pollution &
textile industry
Rafiul Islam
Textile industry and water
pollution
Textile dyeing is the second-largest
polluter of water worldwide and
the fashion industry produces 20
percent of the world's wastewater.
When it comes to manufacturing
clothing and household products,
manufacturers use water
extensively and the resulting
wastewater negatively affects the
environment, ecology, animals,
human food discipline and soil/
groundwater pollution.
According to a 2019 report, the
World Bank stated that “some
studies have shown that the
textile industry is responsible for
about one-fifth of global water
pollution. Water use is a big part
of the textile industry, it is used
for scrolling, bleaching and dyeing
processes. The pollution aspect
comes mainly from wastewater.
If this contaminated water is not
treated before being given to
the reservoir, this wastewater
can reduce the concentration of
oxygen, which can be harmful to
both aquatic life and the aquatic
ecosystem in general.
Cotton is a major raw material
in the textile industry. It takes
about 20,000 liters of water to
produce a cotton T-shirt and jeans.
Conventional cotton production
also includes the high use of
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fertilizers and pesticides, which
can contaminate the surrounding
water bodies. More pesticides are
used in cotton production than in
any other crop. When numerous
textile products are made with
cotton, the effect is great.
Cotton production is responsible
for 2.8% of the annual global water
consumption and is dependent
on pesticides, herbicides and
fertilizers used in its production.
Even then, the global pesticide use
rate is 25% of which 10% is used
for cotton cultivation.
Some ways to reduce water
pollution
It is still not possible to separate
fabrics made from blended fibers
like polyester and cotton, cotton
fabrics need to be worked on to
bring them back to raw materials.
Environmental pollution can be
greatly reduced by preventing
reckless use of textile products
and recycling water.
Untreated water is a huge
source of pollution. Fortunately,
contaminated water can be
purified and reused using one of
four separate methods, biological,
physical, and chemical. But to do
that, all the organizations in the
world have to come forward with
consensus. There are also some
ways to prevent water pollution

Textiles made from natural sources
such as plants or animals can have
less impact on the environment.
In addition to raw materials,
dyeing products that are invented
from plants, minerals and insects
should be used. If natural is not
affordable, look for a dye that
will have less impact on the
environment.
Some dyes that are safe for
the environment are natural,
biodegradable, azo-free coolants
and fiber reactive dyes. An
organization called Keycolor
is making eco-friendly dyes in
Bangladesh which is good news
for us.
2. Using sustainable materials for
the production of textile products
Sustainable is a material that can
be reproduced in a short time
and helps prevent environmental
pollution. Examples of sustainable
sources include fiber such as
hemp, bamboo, organic yarn,
alpaca wool and soy silk. These
use very small amounts of
pesticides and dyes.
3. By making reusable products
Clothes, linen, towels, etc. can
be reused through recycling.
Re-dyeing and restructuring can
reduce the overall need for fabric
and textile production, which
ultimately reduces the impact of
the industry on the environment.
The government of Bangladesh
and many industrial organizations are
working to prevent water pollution.
According to BTMA, it is possible to
reduce the amount of water pollution
by about 6% by 2030.
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LDC graduation:
Coping mechanisms
for the private sector
Sabbir Rahman Khan, Research Associate, Bangladesh Foreign Trade Institute (BFTI)
The post-economic graduation
journey will unearth myriad
opportunities as well as
bottlenecks. And, notably, supplyside diversification and a shiftaway from factor-driven to the
productivity-driven economy
will remain a challenge for the
impending time. And, speaking
of the underlying strengths of
our economy and a degree of
demonstrated resilience, there is
no going back once we graduate.
Therefore, managing the transition
will require investing in the service
sector, infrastructure, and trade
facilitation programs and it would
require helping Bangladesh’s
businesses to integrate themselves
better in the global value chain.
In this connection, a well-thoughtout strategy involving the private
sector should be adopted to
cement the below-mentioned
pillars of progress during the
post-economic graduation regime

namely the Diversification of
the economy; Technological
up-gradation; Training and skills
development of human resources,
and Institutional strengthening and
innovative financing.
The twin-goal of ‘beyond
graduation regime’: private sector
and the government
After graduation, our private
sector enterprises will need to
become globally competitive in
delivering value-added goods and
services to meet demands and
capture a rising share in the global
market. In this connection, the
private sector will need support
to nurture a strong spirit of
entrepreneurship which should be
backed by risk-tolerant financial
institutions and legal systems.
Furthermore, careful policy
crafting should be aimed towards
this end so that it brings private
sector investment through FDI and

PPP initiatives.
Also, it is essential to rebalance the
role of public and private sectors
in sectoral development for the
upcoming years. In this case, the
government’s role should mostly
be limited to creating an enabling
environment such as setting and
regulating standards, ensuring
transparency, and registering and
enforcing contracts. Besides, the
public sector’s role must change
to support the new paradigm of
growth.
Conversely, the mainstay of the
private sector after the graduation
regime should entail developing
productive capacities, orienting
innovative technologies, and
diversifying industry.
Seizing the opportunities for
private sector to diversify
The loss of special facilities will
be a blessing in disguise because

Post-graduation role of private sector
Need to think
and act globally

Delivering value-added
goods/services to capture
global market

Should be backed by
risk-tolerant financial
institutions and legal
systems
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Support and nurture
strong spirit of
entrepreneurship
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Bangladesh will then reach out
to new markets. To make up for
the loss to be incurred by the
preference erosion and end of
various international support
measures (ISM), the Government
must engage measures to
strengthen the private sector to
enable them to improve export
competitiveness and diversify both
markets and products.
In this respect, Govt. should remain
active in dialogue and lobbying
at the World Trade Organization
to realize any potential benefit
(e.g. non-LDC-specific trading
arrangements, avoid MFN tariff
rates) to calibrate the potential of
the private sector. For instance,
some graduated LDCs have
tried to ensure soft lending by
renegotiating access to soft term
loans and preferential market
access which can be followed in
our context.
Inviting pro-poor SDG scheme
Building on the record of past
performance will be increasingly
difficult when it comes to hard-toreach areas and communities to
address impending vulnerabilities.
Many of the SDG targets and
indicators go beyond LDC
criteria of income growth and
reduction of human and economic
vulnerabilities.
For example, to achieve further
progress in terms of social
development indicators, the
solutions during the postgraduation regime are likely to be
more capital-intensive than the
many low-cost solutions of the
past and present.
In this respect, the government
and private sector will have a dual
role in ensuring the preparedness
to offer a low-cost solution to
the lower end of the economic
spectrum in a commercially viable
manner. Moreover, the government
can mainstream transition strategy
into national development plans
and incorporate the private
sector’s obligation to fulfill the
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Govt. role in ensuring graduation to developing country

Setting and regulating
standards
Ensuring transparency,
registering/enforcing
contracts

Dialogue and lobbying
with WTO
targets of the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals.

grace period to attract new sunset
industries.

Defining the role of private sector
during ‘grace period’

Reinventing the wheel of national
policies and readiness of private
sector

Now, the term ‘LDC Graduation’
is being intertwined with Covid-19
rhetoric since everything is at the
critical juncture of uncertainty.
However, being brave in hoping
we will graduate by 2024 or in
any other time and there may
be this much-discussed grace
period of another few years when
Bangladesh can enjoy LDCspecific benefits in major markets.
So, I suppose Bangladesh needs to
prepare for a smooth graduation
by taking into account a few
issues.
Considering the substantial role
of this country’s private sector,
there must be clear milestones
set for it to ensure time-bound
progress during the grace period.
This can be facilitated through
renegotiation on issues related to
TRIPS, export subsidies for nonagricultural products, technical
assistance (e.g. WTO’s Enhanced
Integrated Framework, Aid for
Trade program), and others
deemed necessary.
Say, for instance, the Government
may prepare a roadmap depicting
the expected number and
industry-orientation of PEZs
required before and after the

There are major national policies
surfaced in this decade, most of
which voiced pro-private sector
economic growth. However, the
first thing rings a bell that whether
those policies will commensurate
with the post-economic
graduation regime and, if do, how
those policies will sustain and keep
pace with the changing dynamics
of trade and industry.
So, it will be a pivotal stance
for the government to ensure
predictability, coordination, and
navigability of Industrial Policy
with Monetary Policy, Fiscal Policy,
Import Policy, Export Policy, and
other applicable policies to better
equip the private sector to explore
futuristic avenues.
Moreover, targeted interventions
and adequate incentive packages
need to be developed to facilitate
High Priority and Priority industries
as anticipated during the posteconomic graduation regime.
Generate capital from the global
financial market
It is quite assuring that the new
status will help in branding
Bangladesh. Investors from abroad
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will be keen on allocating their investment basket in
Bangladesh given its strength in certain areas such
as the size of its Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
exports, and population compared to other LDCs.
So, such branding will help us mobilize resources
from the global market through sovereign bonds.
In this connection, the Government should
carefully craft policies to bring private sector
investment through FDI and PPP (private-public
partnership) initiatives and to expedite new window
for borrowing from financial and non-financial
institutions at home and abroad in a sustainable
manner.

INNOVATION:
IT’S IN
OUR DNA
swisstextilemachinery.ch

Equipping future players
Experts think tanks and government agencies made
a forecast that labor demand will be in excess of
supply in Bangladesh from 2021 and onwards. A
BIDS commissioned a study titled “Labour Market
and Skill Gap in Bangladesh” projected labor
demand to be increased from 63.5 million in 2016
to 88.7 million in 2025. So, it is quite clear that the
demand for overall manpower in Bangladesh would
be higher than its population growth after 2021.
Considering the private sector’s spearheading role
in the area of human resource management, the
government must supplement the private sector
with necessary supports to establish technical
institutes, design competitive course curriculum,
and facilitating industrial attachments policies to
minimize the skilled manpower-gap shock after
graduation.
So the bottom line is, Bangladesh’s burgeoning
economy needs increasing private sector-driven
investments. Provided the existing nexus among our
Government, private sector, and civil society, we can
anticipate an inclusive journey to reap the utmost
benefit out of smooth graduation.
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Canton Vaud, Switzerland, 1982: Daniel Borel’s pc mouse
invention goes into series production, connecting humans
intuitively with their computers. Several billion of these
ingenious little devices now click and glide through
countless functions and applications.

Research Associate,
Bangladesh Foreign Trade
Institute (BFTI)

Invented in Switzerland.
Where the same innovative spirit drives textile progress today.

Fabric Updates

Technical guidelines for manufacturing
PPE fabric in Bangladesh
Engr. Md. Hasan Kajmir Mahmud, Director, South West Composite Ltd.
Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE), the most common word in
the current world as demand for
PPE increased unprecedentedly
during this COVID 19 pandemic
situation.

Zipper fastens to
underside of chin

3-piece hood

PPE’s main goal is to reduce
disease transmission so that PPE
design should be allowed for
intuitive but standardized doffing
in a logical manner that minimizes
the risk for self-contamination.
Adaptive technology will enable
health providers to deliver better
and more intensive care and
treatments to save lives.

Ample crotch

Elasticated wrists

PPEs–that includes mask, gloves,
gown and so on—are used
different Fabric of different safety
level. E.g.;
1.	SMS Fabric for Biosafety Level
-3 disposable gown
2.	Taffeta 210 Fabric for Biosafety
Level -2 Reusable gown
3.	Knit and Woven Fabric (compact
design & Chemical treated) for
Level-1 isolation gown.
Among these 3 type of categories,
SMS fabric is more important
to ensure safety level 3. In the
medical sector mainly used the
PPE made by SMS fabric. The
regular knit and woven fabric
(with chemical treatment) cannot
ensure Biosafety level 2. So once
it requires the safety level 2
onward it must be Taffeta, SMS, or
Nonwoven fabric.

fully elasticated waist

Elasticated ankles

Figure 1: PPE’s main goal is to reduce disease transmission. Courtesy: Collected

ensure the Medical Clothing’s
range includes hospital gowns,
medical caps, medical masks,
and shoe covers which are
manufactured using spunbond and
meltblown techniques, as well SMS
material where extra protection is
appropriate, to suit all needs and
preferences.
It is made up of a top layer of
spunbond polypropylene, a middle
layer of meltblown polypropylene
and a bottom layer of spunbond
polypropylene.
Spunbond

Nonwoven materials have
long been used for numerous
applications such as in apparel,
health care, engineering, for
industrial purposes and for other
consumer goods.

The spunbond process was first
patented in 1940s and with further
development has since become
more and more popular across
the world. The technique itself
includes fibers being spun and
then directly being dispersed into
a web by deflectors or air streams.
They use no chemicals, and are
thermobonded. This technique is
preferred as it is cost effective for
manufacturers.

Spunbond-Meltblown-Spunbond
(SMS) is one such material made
of Polypropylene. The SMS fabric

Over the past 20 years, it has
been used to make several
household products such baby

An introduction of SMS fabric
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diapers, adult diapers, medical
products, protective apparel and
hygiene products, but is also
versatile enough to be used within
construction, agriculture, and
for coating. Spunbonds are also
flame-retardant or have antistatic
properties, and can therefore
be used for increased ultraviolet
and gamma ray protection. It
has many features including:
low weight, high strength, high
air permeability, hydrophilic
properties, and excellent wear and
tear properties.
Furthermore, with the
development of the technique,
spunbonds are now much more
soft and comfortable than previous
types, and on average only weigh
between 10 to 150 grams per
square meter. As well as this, they
can be printed, laminated, dyed, or
electrostatically charged.
Meltblown
The meltblown process came
after spunbond technology and
is the process whereby ultrafine
filament (micro-fibers) nonwovens
can be produced at low costs. The
technique includes hot air being
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Innovation in
Textile Chemicals
for a Sustainable society

Surface Science is
our core technology
having 78 years
history in chemicals
from Japan

Liaison oﬃce:
Hong Kong Nicca Chemical Ltd.
Suvastu Suraiya Trade Center, 3A (3rd Floor)
57 Kamal Ataturk Avenue, Block-B
Banani, Dhaka-1213, Bangladesh
Tel: +880255033391

House# 744 & 746, Road# 10, Avenue# 04,
DOHS Mirpur, Mirpur, Dhaka- 1216, Bangladesh.
Phone: +880 258071173
Mobile: +880 1730 712509
E-mail: moid@emmtex-afc.com

Fabric Updates

SMS material

healthcare products including
disposable bedding, medical
gowns, coveralls, face masks,
caps, aprons, over-sleeves and
overshoes.

Fluids

Spunbond (PP)

•	Different use: With the
development of SMS it is
thought that it will grow rapidly
in the market of nonwovens and
become more and more popular
for various segments including
apparel, geotextiles, furnishings,
roofing; agriculture as well as
many others.

Meltblown (PP)
Spunbond (PP)

Perspiration
Figure 2: SMS fabric.

blown onto molten thermoplastic
resin that is extruded through a
linear die containing hundreds
of small holes, to form a fine
fibered self-bonded nonwoven
web. Its key feature is that it is an
extremely thin fiber. As a result this
material is often used for filters
for air, liquids and particles, or as
absorbents in products such as
wipes, oil absorbents, incontinence
products, and female hygiene, but
can also be used in the production
of certain electronics, adhesives,
and other apparel.
Why does combine spunbond
polypropylene with melt blown
polypropylene create SMS?
As we know spunbond
polypropylene has many excellent
properties, strength and durability
being just two of those. On
the otherhand, meltblown has
relatively weak tensile properties
but due to the smaller fibers and
larger surface area taken up by the
fibers, it has excellent wicking and
barrier properties. So together,
they can create a strong product
which can also offer a barrier to
fluids and particles.

and a barrier against bacteria,
blood and other liquids as well as
gas/steam perspiration. Finally, it
is also fine enough to serve as a
disposable fabric.
The applications for SMS fabric
•	Filtration– this is a huge market
for SMS and includes surgical
face masks, gas and liquid filtration
as well as cartridge filters.
•	Insulation– SMS has wide
ranging insulation uses including
for example acoustic insulation
in dishwashers.
•	Medical healthcare and
sanitary products– As SMS
can be treated with additional
repellents to withstand for
example alcohol, oil and blood,
this makes it an excellent fabric
for the medical industry. Typical
uses being surgical drapes,
gowns, sterilization wraps,
disposable patient sheets,
female sanitary products,
nappies and incontinence
products.
•	Disposable healthcare
range: A range of disposable

The production process of SMS
fabric
To make SMS fabric Polypropylene
(PP) is needed as main raw
material. PP manufacturing is an
individual process; the SMS fabric
mill needs to buy PP from fiber mill
to make SMS fabric. Here is a short
brief of PP:
PP- Polypropylene and its
manufacturing process
Polypropylene is currently one
of the fastest growing polymers.
Much of this growth is attributed
to polypropylene’s ability to
displace conventional materials
(wood, glass, metal) and other
thermoplastics at lower cost.
Polypropylene (PP) is a tough,
rigid plastic and produced in a
variety of molecular weights and
crystallinity.
Polypropylene is made from the
polymerization of propylene
gas in the presence of a
catalyst system, usually ZieglerNatta or metallocene catalyst.
Polymerization conditions
(temperature, pressure and

Additionally, the combination
of spunbond and meltblown
materials means that the features
of each can make up for the
weaknesses of the other SMS has
excellent physical properties as
well as barrier qualities. Features
include high tensile strength,
softness, comfort, breathability,
wearability, and is also lightweight.
It also acts as a water-repellent,
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Figure 3: PP spunbond and melt blown composite line (SMS).
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reactant concentrations) are set by
the polymer grade to be produced.

the same capacity knit Composite.
Garments making process

To produce PP various production
processes exist with some
general similarities. They are
taking place either in a gas-phase
(fluidized bed or stirred reactor)
or a liquid-phase process (slurry
or solution). The gas-phase
polymerization is economical and
flexible and can accommodate
a large variety of catalysts. It is
the most common technology in
modern polypropylene production
plants. Relevant technologies
are Novolen®, Unipol® (gasphase processes), Borstar®
and Spheripol® (liquid-phase
processes) and other Asian.

3. P
 neumatic welding head lifting
system

SMS fabric manufacturing Turnkey
project details

4. Rolling mold adjusting structure
and arranging system

To make the Biosafety Level-3
medical gown the sewing unit
needs to use the Seam sealing
machine to attach the synthetic
tape. Other Plain and Overlock
sewing machine also use.
Parameter of Seam sealing
machine:
Basic components
1. New type PC intellectual
ultrasonic generator
2. Built-upper ultrasonic
transducer

system with the application of
straight-line seam, turn seam
and cylinder joining.
3. R
 oller design, add more strength
and beautiful look to the
product
4.	Product application: Lace dress,
ribbons, decorative products,
handkerchiefs, tablecloths,
curtains, bedspreads,
pillowcases, quilt, tents,
raincoats, disposable surgical
hat, woven masks, non-woven
bags, etc.
The Total project investment
cost depends on fabric width;
production capacity, country
of origin; machine brand, etc.
However, the approximate
investment cost maybe around 1.5
million USD to 4 million USD as

1.	Fabric GSM: 10-100 grams /
square meter.
2. F
 inished Fabric Width: 1.6 to 3.2
meters.
3. Color: Can according to
customer’s production version
of the color.
4. Design: Machine provide
DOT patterns, cross pattern,
Canberra, mouth the word
pattern, a small DOT pattern,
the appearance of a triangle
pattern of five non-woven
products and plastic film.
2.	Raw Material: The main raw
materials is PP, Additives;
Masterbatch

PP granules /
powder

Spinning

Hot rolling into
fabric

Feeding &
mixing

Air cooling

Winding

Melting &
extruding

Stretching

Slitting

Filtering

Web forming

Final product

3. Speed: 500 Meter/Min
4.	Daily Output (kg/day): 11000 kg
to 20000 Kg (single line)

5. S
 pecial framework design with
multi-practical functions.

5.	Power consumption 400 kW to
550kW; 380V

6. Speed modulating system with
single circuit motor

6.	Space Require: Total length
15m/width 8m/height 6m
(Approximate)

Functions

7. Filament Denier: 1.5-2.0d/2-55um
8. Process loss: Almost 0%.
Advantage of this project:
1. No Need ETP
2. No Need Steam or Gas Boiler
3. Investment is half compared to
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1.	Applied to the non-pin seam of
chemical fiber fabrics, thermosmelt fabrics, non-woven surgical
clothes and relative products,
taking the place of sewing
or down-press type welding,
limitless continuous welding
function, with solid weld, beautiful
and high work efficiency.

per the capacity.
And consider the
80% efficiency
of the project
investment will
return in 2 years
to a maximum of
3 years.
The Taffeta 210
fabric details
will be published
in the next
issue… (To be
continued…)

Author

Engr. Md. Hasan
Kajmir Mahmud
Director, South West
Composite Ltd.

2. Multi-functional framework
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Export Updates

RMG exports plunge
by 18.12% in FY20
Staff Correspondent
Bangladesh’s apparel exports
declined by 18.12% to $27.95 billion
in the fiscal year 2019-20 as the
COVID-19 pandemic slashed global
demands for clothing items.
According to recent Export
Promotion Bureau (EPB) data,
Bangladesh earned $27.95 billion
from apparel goods exports, down
by 18.12% in the fiscal year, which
was $34.13 billion in the same
period a year ago.
Of the $27.95 billion, Knitwear
products fetched $13.90 billion,
which is 17.65% less than last fiscal
year. Woven items earned $14.04
billion, registering an 18.58%
negative growth. For the FY20, the
government had set target to earn
$38.20 billion, while in the fiscal
year 19, the export earnings were
$34.13 billion.
Apparel exporters started the
fiscal year with a 9.7% positive
growth in July but the sector failed
to retained the growth except
in December, 2019 when it gains

only 1.26%. After the COVID-19
outbreak, the sector witnessed the
worst scenario and saw decline
by 20.24%, 85.25%, 62.06% and
11.43% in March, April, May and
June respectively.
Why the plunge
Lockdowns to stop spread of
coronavirus both in Bangladesh
and in the export destination has
deeply affected the country's
exports as it hit the production as
well as sales in the global brands
outlets.
On the other hand, consumption
saw decline and to see further in
the coming months.
“The export sectors of Bangladesh
have been passing through
an unprecedented time in our
history as COVID-19 has swept
through the entire landscape
of global economy. Export has
been a lifeline for Bangladesh
economy and indispensable to
maintaining micro and macro
economy stability in the country,

hence such a devastating scenario
is alarming,” told Rubana Huq,
President, Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) Textile Today.
The compound annual growth rate
of our exports during last 5 years
was 6.86%, and the rate was even
higher for the last 10 years, 10.70%.
Therefore, the export target set by
the government for FY20 at $38.20
billion was not over optimistic, said
the business leader.
Such a downfall cannot be traced
in the history of this industry so
far. The pandemic has devastated
the sector, she added.
Global buyers, retailers and brands
canceled or held work orders
of $3.18 billion due to COVID-19
pandemic.
Work order cancellation and
held caused the sharp decline
as in the last four months’
exports witnessed worst case of
performance, added Rubana.

Month wise woven and knitwear export performance of July-May 2019-20 (in billion USD)
Source: EPB
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In FY20 we lost
$6.18 billion
exports. A closer
look reveals that
out of $6.3 billion
lost exports, $1
billion worth of
export was lost
in first half of
the year and the
remaining $5.3
billion dollars
were lost in the
latter half, Rubana
explained.
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Way forwards
“New seasons are coming but
travel restrictions have not been
withdrawn in many countries. So,
like before, physical meetings will
not be possible. Therefore, both
the manufacturers and buyers
have to use digital technologies
for sharing designs, approving
samples, doing b2b meetings etc.,”
Mostafiz Uddin, Managing Director
of Denim Expert told Textile Today.

$27.95 bn
in FY 2020

$6.3 bn

Though the lockdown in western
cities are gradually withdrawn,
people may not go to shops as
many times as before, rather prefer
buying clothes online, said Mostafiz.
Hence, e-commerce and online
sale will emerge as a new
opportunity to recover the loss
made during the pandemic and
earn good profit. So, both the
manufacturers and buyers need to
avail this opportunity, he added.
“It will take time to reopen
the economy as well as the
demands for the clothing items.

About

$5.3 bn

Less than
previous FY

due to
Covid-19

Figure: FY20 apparel export scenario & inpact of Covid-19.

So, the manufacturers have to
concentrate on new products
such as personal protective
equipment and meditext,” Dr.
Zahid Hossain former World Bank
Lead Economist in Bangladesh
told Textile Today.

He also urged to take advantage
to duty free market access of
China as well as to focus on nontraditional markets. He urged
tapping into the opportunity of
new products and Chinese offer of
97% duty free market access.

Norsel Textilmaschinen AG
NORSEL AG, Switzerland

Reduce the number of human error caused of hand writing on grey fabric.
Saving fabric wastage by decreasing of marking size.
No more re-working because of lost information on the fabrics.
No mix up of fabric roll and easy sorting.
Full control of fabric inventory.
Track and trace fabric roll through all textile process.

www.norsel.com
BD hotline: +8801760385555

Knitting Today

Knitwear export performance
indicates huge shrink
Textile Today Analysis
The Covid-19 pandemic has created a disruption
in the global fashion apparel demand causing a
plunge in apparel prices and markets shrink. The
negative impact is severely impacted by the apparel
manufacturing countries, especially in Bangladesh.
According to the Export Promotion Bureau (EPB)
data, earnings from Bangladesh Knitwear garments
export for July-May of FY 2019-20 is USD 10.89
billion, which is a 5.17% decline.

2.0

canceled due to the Covid-19 pandemic has been restored.
"Finally, the local garment industry will have to
face damages amounting to $5 billion. So, we will
continue to try and push the buyers for payments,"
Huq added.

"The exports may plummet by 30% to 40% in the
upcoming months since the retail market is yet to
rebound. The impact of the Covid-19 on consumers'
behavior is still unknown and our
factories are still struggling with cash
Month wise knitwear export performance of
flow and credits to make a turnaround.
July-May 2019-20 (in billion USD)
We are still in many uncertainties and
Source: EPB
changes to foresee future trends,"
continued Rubana Huq.
All the export markets experienced fall
between 8 percent and 22 percent and
unit value decreased by 0.90 percent
from the US and 1.87 percent from the
European Union during the pandemic.
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Citing a study conducted by McKinsey,
Rubana Huq said that Covid-19 would
wipe off $297 billion from the global
apparel value in 2020.
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According to the exporters country’s RMG sector is
struggling as both the demand and prices of apparel
products decreased in the global market due to
coronavirus pandemic.
At the same time, woven products export down by
14.31% and the country’s overall export has declined
by 14.08% ($24.47 billion) compared to last FY.
Also, the new work orders inflow to Bangladesh's
garment sector from international retailers and
brands for June is 45% lower than that a year ago
as demand is yet to pick up in the western markets
because of the coronavirus pandemic.
Rubana Huq, President of the Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA)
said, "New orders are being issued but they are at
least 40% to 45% lower compared to last year."
Still now, after forceful negotiation with the buyers, a
slice of the $3.15 billion worth works orders that were
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The Bangladeshi RMG suppliers came up
with much needed personal protective
equipment (PPE) and protective masks
for the global markets.

Mar April May

"The BGMEA board is encouraged to see how
factories are adopting innovations at workplaces to
better ensure the prevention of the spread of the
virus," she said.
Export Performance for July-May 2019-20 (in
billion USD) and % Change of export performance
July- May 2019-20 Over July- May 2018-19
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Bangladesh
Exclusive Interview

will continue
as an important
production
hub for H&M

BTT Interview

H&M is always the trusted
partner of the Bangladesh
garments sector and it
has been proved it again
during this COVID-19
pandemic. Every year H&M
sources more than $3bn
worth of garments from
Bangladesh.
With an unprecedented
global crisis, this year the
global apparel business
may fall by 30% according
to the industry insiders.
Textile Today had an
exclusive interview with
Ziaur Rahman, the firstever Bangladeshi citizen
to be the Regional
Head of the Swedish
fashion brand H&M for
Bangladesh, Pakistan and
Ethiopia. Here is a keynote
of the interview for Textile
Today readers:
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Figure: Ziaur Rahman, Regional Head of H&M for Bangladesh, Pakistan and Ethiopia.
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Exclusive Interview

Textile Today: How are you
evaluating this COVID-19 critical
situation for the Bangladesh
textile and apparel industry?
Will H&M reduce its order flow in
Bangladesh in the next quarter? If
yes, how much in percentage?

market. One aspect that makes
Bangladesh different from some
other production markets is the
strong local entrepreneurship.
The industry was born and
continued to grow thanks to local
entrepreneurship.

Ziaur Rahman: While the full
implications of COVID-19 are yet
to be experienced, the drop in
customer demand will inevitably
have an impact on production
levels. However, we have no plans
to change our sourcing strategy
and Bangladesh will continue
to be an important production
market for us. We kindly decline
to comment in detail about future
sourcing.

Textile Today: Entrepreneurs are
thinking of a move to protective
gear production, how H&M will
help the manufacturers in this
regard by technical know-how and
business generation?

We welcome if suppliers find
ways to support in these times
of COVID-19 and that they take
the opportunity to adjust their
business to a new reality.
Textile Today: Ethiopia and
Vietnam are on a vantage-ground
rather than Bangladesh amid this
pandemic. Right now what should
be the strategy for Bangladeshi
manufacturers to hold its ‘2nd
Position’?
Ziaur Rahman: Bangladesh has
many strengths as a production

Ziaur Rahman: We welcome if
suppliers find ways to support in
these times of COVID-19 and that
they take the opportunity to adjust
their business to a new reality. As
always, we are willing to support
our suppliers with our know-how
about the textile supply chain.
Textile Today: Online retailing is
booming/will boom, what H&M
foundation planning for future
business?
Ziaur Rahman: In view of the
ongoing transformation of
fashion retail, we have been
making significant and necessary
investments for several years to
secure the H&M group’s position
and long-term development.
Among other things, we have

We welcome if
suppliers find ways
to support in these
times of COVID-19
and that they take
the opportunity to
adjust their business
to a new reality.
invested in digitalization and in
tech infrastructure. We are now
seeing multiple positive effects
of these initiatives, providing
resources and support for our
continued transformation work.
Our highest priority is to ensure
the best customer offering for all
our brands and we will continue
to invest going forward in order
to offer the best combination
of fashion, quality, price and
sustainability. Customers’
expectations are increasing at an
ever-faster rate, and this applies
not just to our assortment. To
continue to be relevant to our
customers, we will continue to
improve the shopping experience,
both online and in our physical
stores.

Cematex appoints Ernesto Maurer as new president
Desk Report
Ernesto Maurer has been
appointed as the new President
of Cematex, the European
Committee of Textile Machinery
Manufacturers. His four-year term
of office will cover three major
events in the pivotal ITMA series
of textile technology exhibitions
scheduled for Europe and Asia.
Maurer was elected at the Cematex
General Assembly, on June 12. He
is President of the Swiss Textile
Machinery Association since 2015,
serving during the same period as
a member of the Cematex Board
of Directors and its 1st VicePresident for the past four years.
Also elected at the General
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Assembly were 1st Vice-President
Mikael Äremann (TMAS, Sweden)
and 2nd Vice-President Charles
Bauduin (Symatex, Belgium).
Over the next four years, Ernesto
Maurer will lead Cematex through
a challenging period globally,
taking in three major events.
ITMA Asia + CITME will be held
in Shanghai from June 12-16, 2021
– postponed from October 2020
because of Covid-19. This will be
followed in 2022 by the next ITMA
Asia + CITME in the same city, and
then by ITMA 2023 in Milan (June
8-14).
Maurer says, “The Post-Covid-19
period will have a tremendous
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impact on the
textile industry
of today and
tomorrow.
Cematex is
determined to
maintain its
leadership role
for exhibitions,
carrying the
ITMA brand
to partners
worldwide
today and in
Figure: Ernesto Maurer.
the future,
including a focus on increasinglydigital opportunities.”
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Textile Today Question of the Month
Due to COVID-19 pandemic, big catering functional products (including PPE, mask,
medical gown, etc.) orders are coming in Bangladesh which is an opportunity for the
country's textile and apparel industry.

How are you utilizing this opportunity to boost your export?
What types of difficulties are you facing here?

Abdul Hakim
Zarin Rashid
Director and Head of R&D,
TRZ Garments Industry Ltd
There is an opportunity for the ones who are clever
enough to act on what needs to be done and market
themselves as needed. The whole world is aware of
the need for PPE but it’s tougher for most as they
have not ever dealt with a situation as such. We are
currently trying to get the whole R&D team research
on what needs to be prepped to have the factory
ready to work for international level medical gowns
and masks. I think most of the factories are trying to
get approval at this point and I am working on it too.
The biggest challenge would have to be the
motivational levels staying low. The urge to work
and most being afraid of their health is putting a big
impact on the workplace. Not getting raw materials
on time and delayed responses from buyers along
with canceled orders are major parts of the overall
issue that most are in.

Director, Marketing
(Textile Division),
Unifill Composite
Dyeing Mills Ltd
It is a great opportunity but we are not ready yet
to cater to this business as for the unavailability
of raw materials and chemicals. With limited
resources as co-creation Unifill Composite
Dyeing Mills Ltd innovated Antimicrobial,
Antibacterial Treated Fabrics for PPE, masks as
to support our readymade garments makers, we
are offering same treatment for casual wears
also as it is going to be a normal demand by
ultimate consumers as to same themselves from
virus and bacteria. Right now we are offering
the treatment as to last up to 20 wash but very
soon you will find another innovation which is
lifetime lasting treatment.
Hope concerned authorities related to textile,
garments and Govt. will take necessary steps to
secure the business, otherwise, we will miss it.

When we first noticed that individuals were being infected with
COVID 19 due to using faulty PPE, we came up with the initiative
to produce global standard medical PPE for civil and health care
professionals.

S M Nishat Bin Zia Rumman
Director (Marketing)
Amazing Fashions Ltd
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We are working with local and international health organizations to
develop biodegradable PPEs as a part of a sustainable supply chain.
Amazing is currently working towards the roll-out of Level 4 PPEs
soon after we have complied with all the global requirements.
The challenges are raw material dependency on China, lack of
accredited testing facility, high dependency on China for technical
and machinery support.
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Duty privilege in China-a
golden ray of hope for BD
apparel manufacturers

Bangladesh needs to go for
value-added functional
items to sustain

Bangladesh garment industry
has a great scope to
diversify product basket

FT Editorial

Tough preconditions
hamper textile and apparel
millers availing govt.
announced loans
Rafiul Islam
The whole world is now badly
infected by the Covid-19
pandemic. In addition to the
Covid-19 related health and safety
issues, there is a need to discuss
possible measures for liquidity in
the economy and financial sector.
Covid-19 can certainly cause a
global recession, and in the worstcase scenario, it could even take
the form of a great depression.
Like many other economies,
Bangladesh's economy is likely
to be badly damaged. According
to economists, Bangladesh's GDP
could shrink by 2-3 percent.
Due to the Covid-19, Bangladesh
RMG sector, the top export earning
sector of Bangladesh, facing a
difficult time. To overcome the
effects of coronavirus, all big and
small industries of Bangladesh
have applied for low-interest
loans from the incentive package
announced by the government.
Applicants include organizations
in both the manufacturing and
service sectors. All the customers
are applying for this loan. The main
reason for applying in this way

is that even though the interest
rate of this loan is 9 percent but
they have to pay only 4 and a half
percent. The government will bear
the remaining 4 and a half percent.
It costs more to borrow loan from
abroad bank.
Meanwhile, the banks are saying
that only the customers who will
repay will get this loan. Because,
even if the government pays half
of the interest, all the responsibility
of collecting this loan will remain
with the bank.
The government announced
an incentive package of Tk
30,000 crore to provide loans to
companies in the industrial and
service sectors affected by the
Covid-19. Bangladesh Bank has set
up a revolving refinancing fund
to provide half of this loan that is
Tk 15,000 crore. All the banks will
give a total of Tk 28,865 crore and
the non-bank financial institutions
will distribute Tk 1,135 crore.
According to the central bank's
policy, the term of this loan will be
three years. Industries that have

already availed capital from the
bank will be able to borrow up to a
maximum of 30 percent from this
fund. However, only the victims will
get this loan. Debtors will not get
any loan from this fund. Not only
defaulters but also traders who
have rescheduled loans more than
three times won't be able to get
the loans.
The loans that have been given to
be recovered from the Covid-19
pandemic, however, for such
critical preconditions it is not
working accordingly. Also, the
ability of customers to repay the
loan is much less than before. So,
the bankers are being very careful
in giving loans for this.
The loans will be distributed by
several banks such as:

Govt. will
bear 4.5% of
interest

BDT 30,000
crore aid
package

BB will provide BDT
15,000 crore through a
revolving refinancing
fund

1. The state-owned Agrani Bank
will be able to lend Tk 914 crore
from this fund. The bank has
already sanctioned a loan of Tk
19 crore in the name of Wata
Chemical, which is listed on the
stock exchange. Hundreds of

Figure: Incentive package facilities announced by the government.
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Traders with 3 times
rescheduled loans
can’t get it

companies including Jamuna
Group, Thermax, Acme, Diamond
Cement, PHP Group, Apex
Footwear, City, Nital Niloy Group
have applied for loans from the
bank.

30% maximum funds
for industries with
capital from bank

	Agrani Banks Managing Director
(MD) Mohammad Shams-ul Islam
said that it is low-interest loans,
so it is normal for everyone to
apply. He added that they will
selectively lend to good exportoriented companies so that the
money comes back.
 he City Bank will be able to
2. T
give a loan of Tk 1,023 crore.
BRB Cable, TVS Auto, Citigroup,
mobile operator Robi, BSRM
Steel, KSRM Steel, Shah Cement,
Apex Footwear, Pran-RFL, ACI
and much other industry have
applied for loans from the bank.
The bank has already sanctioned
several loans and sent them
to the central bank for final
approval.
	Masroor Arefin, MD of The City
Bank said that most of the
customers have applied for
loans and they are checking and
sorting, then approval is being
done.
3. E
 xim Bank will lend Tk 914
crore. The bank has about
350 garment factories among
its customers. Most of them
have applied for loans. It is
known that the bank will start
approving the loan by holding a
board meeting next week.
4. P
 rime Bank will be able to give
a loan of Tk 912 crore. More
than 50 companies including
BSRM Steel, KSRM Steel, Square
Toiletries, KDS Group, City
Group and Meghna Group have
applied to the bank for loans.
5. S
 tate-owned Sonali Bank alone
will lend Tk 1,622 crore. The
bank has already approved a
loan of Tk 1,000 crore for Biman
Bangladesh Airlines, a stateowned aircraft operator. Several
companies including Thermax
and Gulshan Spinning have also
applied for loans.
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Debtors

will not get any loan
from this fund

3 years,

term of this loan

The government
announced an
incentive package
of Tk 30,000 crore
to provide loans to
companies in the
industrial and service
sectors affected
by the Covid-19.
Bangladesh Bank has
set up a revolving
refinancing fund
to provide half of
this loan that is Tk
15,000 crore.
6. Apart from this, another
government bank Rupali is
going to give a loan of Tk 4.5
crore to the private Universal
Medical College and Hospital
soon. The bank has sanctioned
Rs 5 crore to Green Planet
Resort. Several groups including
Abanti Group, Noman Group,
Thermex have also applied to
this bank.
7. J
 amuna Group has applied
for a loan from Janata Bank.
Beximco Group will also apply,
said the bank's MD Abdus Salam
Azad. He said in the first light,
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everyone is communicating.
Most of them said they would
apply.
8. According to Bangladesh Bank
sources, Islami Bank will lend a
maximum of Tk 2,982 crore out
of Tk 30,000 crore.
Among other major lenders,
National Bank Tk 1,613 crore,
United Commercial Bank (UCB) Tk
1,163 crore and Dutch-Bangla Bank
Tk 1,068 crore.
Other banks include Bank Asia 819
crore, Rupali 787 crore, Mercantile
774 crore, Southeast bank 766
crores and Dhaka Bank 758 crore
Will lend.
Among the foreign banks,
Bangladesh Bank has set a limit
of Tk 724 crore for Standard
Chartered and Tk 334 crore for
Commercial Bank of Ceylon.
According to the data, all the
textile industries are applying for
low-interest loans to sustain in the
RMG sector. The RMG industry
provides jobs for over 4 million
people and contributes over 83
percent of the country's total
export receipts. So it is time for
the government and all the banks
to come forward to help all the
textile and apparel entrepreneurs
to sustain during this pandemic.
In this regard, loan giving policy
should not be tough, rather it
should be friendly both for the big
and small entrepreneurs.
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Fazlee Shamim Ehsan
Director, BKMEA & IAF
CEO, Fatullah Apparels Ltd.

BTT Interview
Bangladesh, the second-largest
apparel producer after China, is
set to lose roughly US $6 billion in
export revenue this financial year
mainly due to unethical buying
practices of the world’s largest
brands and retailers.
The Covid-19 pandemic has very
sadly exposed an ugly picture of
the apparel brands. Because except
for some brands they canceled
orders, demanded discounts
from the apparel manufacturing
countries including Bangladesh.
Their unethical buying practice,
which created an unsustainable
supply chain, led to a critical crisis
situation for the suppliers.
After the Rana Plaza incident,
Bangladeshi manufacturers
invested billions of USD on factory
safety remediation. The industry
has rebranded itself as an ethical
and sustainable manufacturing
hub but workers’ livelihood is
uncertain as big brands and
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It is high time

to think about
creating online
platform

retailers declined to pay for completed
orders in their supplier factories.

are forcing into discounts, how do
you see this matter?

Considering this reality Textile
Today took an interview with Md.
Fazlee Shamim Ehsan, Director,
Bangladesh Knitwear Manufacturers
and Exporters Association; Director,
International Apparel Federation
and CEO, Fatullah Apparels Ltd.
Here is a glimpse of the discussion
for our reader.

Fazlee Shamim Ehsan: It is
very unfortunate that several
initiatives from buyers did not
play an appropriate role in this
pandemic. Not only safety pacts,
even those who were working with
compliance issues for workers
betterment like BSCI, SEDEX,
ICS, Fair wear Foundation along
with several international labor
associations; did not take effective
steps to stop discounts or
payments delays. Though workers
are the most suffering segment
due to late payments or discounts.

Textile Today: Since Rana Plaza,
a sea of change took place –
imposed by Accord and Alliance –
where these measures evaporated
in this pandemic? As the buyers
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Textile Today: In this global
pandemic buyers and brands
cannot remain sustainable,
then how come they force and
expect Bangladeshi apparel
manufacturers to remain
impractically sustainable? What
do you think about it?

reduce apparel prices?

Fazlee Shamim Ehsan: As this
situation is very new to us and we
don’t know the ultimate outcome
of this pandemic, so it is very
difficult to be sustainable.

Other than this, we need to
create awareness in retail customers
(in western countries) about fair
purchasing and fair product sourcing.

Fazlee Shamim Ehsan: First
of all, we have to be united as
suppliers and need a policy from
the government, so none of the
suppliers can export goods below
the break-even price.

Even we don’t know-how long we
survive if our purchasing countries
(Mostly EU & USA) economy do
not come to regular points.

Textile Today What roles trade
bodies like BGMEA and BKMEA
can play to enforce brands/
retailers to abide by laws in
ensuring rightful price?

Textile Today: What lacking
do we have to prevent such
audacious claims by so-called
sustainability preaching brands to

Fazlee Shamim Ehsan:
Associations have lots of options
to do, at least they can ask for a
cost sheet from their member to

re-check whether manufacturers
are working in loss or not.
Textile Today: What should be the
new look of the fashion industry
in the post-Covid-19 world? And
what sustainability approach
should the industry take?
Fazlee Shamim Ehsan: I believe
future customers will give
emphasis on sustainable product
and sourcing. Customers are now
focusing on the online market. This
is the time we should together think
about creating an online platform.
And from the industry side, we
must be careful about the legal
and financial terms, as many big
names might go for bankruptcy.
Also we have to care more about
health issues along with safety and
the environment.

South West Composite steps to make
functional fabrics and protective gears
FT Coordinator
South West Composite Ltd--the
state of art vertically integrated
company has the facilities of
Knitting, dyeing and sewing--has
come up and transformed itself to
manufacture protective gears in
this Corona pandemic situation.
“Wearing face mask is very
important to prevent infection
from COVID19. We have taken up
the task of manufacturing mask
at low cost to save the people of
the world from the outbreak of this
diseases according to World Health
Organization’s (WHO) guidelines,’’
said the company official.
Some features of fabrics made by
South West Composite:
The fabric is highly absorbent so
it can absorb any droplet or any
micro substances of air within
micro second.
1.	It is also anti-microbial finished
(silver technology) which
will destroy any bacterial
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microorganism within a
moment.
2.	The fabric is wicking finished
(as per buyer requirements)
that will remove bad smell and
picking air content (virus or
bacterial substances within
micro second).
3.	The fabric made mask is
washable and reusable.
“It is mentionable that as per
dosing of special finishing
chemical its anti-viral or bacterial
properties will be sustained. We
have produced 200 -800 ppm
product that will be fight against
anti-virus or bacteria up to 2-5 wash
technically,” said Md. Nuruzzaman,
Deputy General Manager.
The company so far produced and
delivered successfully more than a
total of 800000 meters of fabrics
to USA, France and Australia by
which 180,00000 masks have
been made.

As a major mask-producing
country, China makes around 50
percent of the world's masks.
However, the current outbreak has
increased public demand and placed
great pressure on the supply end.
Buyers have been urging related
enterprises to resume production
and coordinate the supply of raw
materials and key components in an
effort to ensure the stable supply of
medical equipment.
Some domestic producers are
short-sighted and only pursuing
profits amid those events instead
of thinking about how to make
good face masks in the long run.
The world’s daily demand for
masks is increasing but suppliers
are still yet to produce on demand.
“If we can capture the market in the
fastest time then we can make more
profit in this sector. We are continuing
our research to create new products,”
said the company official.
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Asia Pacific Yarn
started operation in
Sumatra, Indonesia
APR Story
Asia Pacific Yarn (APY) started operations in
February of this year. It is a fully integrated viscose
staple fiber yarn manufacturer, located in Pangkalan
Kerinci, in Riau province, Sumatra, and operating
alongside Asia Pacific Rayon (APR).
APY applies the latest yarn spinning technologies to
produce high-quality yarn products. The state-ofthe-art facility is equipped with an annual capacity
of 32,000 equivalent ring spindles with openend-rotors, ring spindles and vortex positions. It is
able to produce up to 72,000 kilograms of knitted
fabrics per year, 432,000 meters of printed fabric,
3000,000 meters of dyed fabric and 4,500 pieces of
garments.
APR product details
100% Viscose
Product

Count range

Type

Ring yarn

16-60’s

Bright

MVS yarn

20-60’s

Bright

OE yarn

10-40’s

Bright

Ring Frame Machine

MVS Machine

Open End Machine

EXTENDING PARTNERSHIP

PRODUCT
INNOVATION

PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT
SUPPORT

TECHNICAL
KNOW-HOW
SUPPORT
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Research & development (R&D) capabilities
The objective of APY is to support the development
of a stronger domestic textile industry as well as
targeting overseas market by investing in R&D
capabilities. APY is well positioned to bring a more
diversified range of viscose rayon products into the
market through innovation and by being responsive
to market demands.
As one of the companies managed under the Royal
Golden Eagle (RGE) Group, APY supports RGE’s
vision to transform into an integrated fiber business
with expanding business interests across the full
value chain, from renewable wood pulp fiber to
viscose staple fiber production and now further
downstream into yarn and textiles.
APY’s R&D Center is equipped with facilities from
spinning to garment production, alongside world
class testing labs for developing new products and
functions. Through collaboration with our customers
and the wider textile industry, APY is a partner of
choice for emerging technology trends in fiber,
textiles and fashion, while keeping up with changing
market conditions.
“As the world's second-largest apparel exporter of
Western fashion brands, Bangladesh is a priority
market for us. Our goal is to support the country in
producing sustainable and environmentally friendly
fabric to meet the growing global eco-conscious
fashion consumers,” said Ben Poon, company
Business Head.
“Our commitment to strengthen our position as a
yarn partner of choice in Bangladesh and to support
the development of the textile sector in the region.
Due to our vertical integration, from plantation to
distribution, we can provide customers with the
essential stability they require, in terms of supply,
price, quality, service and quality,” said Mr. Poon.
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Oeko-tex® standard 100
certification
APY has been awarded the
OEKO-TEX® STD 100 certification
by TESTEX AG. Conformance to
Annex 6 product class I, confirms
that our Yarn is free from any
harmful substances and safe to use
in baby articles, while additionally
fulfilling the requirements
of Annex XVII of REACH, US
CPSIA and Chinese standard GB
18401:2010.

Trade and Biz

Compliance to the OEKO-TEX®
STD 100 is achieved through
rigorous testing by an independent
laboratory. This certification
demonstrates that our products
meet the prescribed human health
and ecological requirements.
Sustainability
Sustainability is fundamental to
APY. We firmly believe in the
value of continuous improvement
and transparency in guiding
our sustainability efforts and

in the importance of open and
constructive dialogue with
stakeholders. We are working to
accelerate the suite of certification
required by our customers all
around the world.
Our presence
Please contact our sales
representatives to enquire about
our offerings. Email : APY_sales@
aprayon.com
www.aprayon.com

Duty privilege in China- a golden ray of
hope for BD apparel manufacturers
Sayed Abdullah
In this tough and challenging
time amid Covid-19, where
Bangladesh’s economy is hit
hard and its economic backbone
the readymade garment (RMG)
sector has shrunk unimaginably.
There is a new ray of hope for
the exporters as Bangladesh’s
main trading partner China has
approved zero-duty benefit for
97% of the country's export
products.
A development that might provide
breather to exporters who are
stressed to remain alive amid
a drop in orders from Western
buyers.
Leaders and experts have
welcomed this new development.
As generally Chinese tariffs (vary
from 25% to 30%) are usually very
high compared with those of the
EU (12%) and the US (15.62%), the
two main export destinations for
Bangladesh.
So, Bangladesh will get an
advantage with its rival apparel
manufacturing country like
Vietnam in the Chinese market
as Bangladesh will not need to
compete. And the demand for
Bangladeshi goods, especially
apparel, will rise further in China.
Lately, many Chinese garment
factories have shown interest to
move out to Bangladesh for the
52
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higher cost of production and a
shortage of skilled manpower in
Chinese apparel industry and USChina trade war.

added that China has granted the
privilege both bilaterally and under
the Asia-Pacific Trade Agreement
(APTA).

Yielding a zero-duty advantage for
Bangladeshi goods in the Chinese
markets designates that both the
Chinese government and private
sector are shifting their attention
towards Bangladesh.

"We must take such measures
that we can utilize this prospect
as China itself is one of the main
consumer markets globally,"
said Abdur Razzaque, Research
Director of the Policy Research
Institute (PRI).

"This is a generous duty privilege.
So, in a sense, the Chinese offer
is broader compared with those
provided by other countries." said
Sharifa Khan, Additional Secretary
(Free Trade Agreement) of the
Commerce Ministry.
From this month local exporters
can relish the benefit, Sharifa

This will also help Bangladesh
increase shipments of new
products like pharmaceuticals
and some non-traditional items.
As a result, Bangladesh has got
a golden opportunity to diversify
both its products and markets,
Razzaque added.
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Covid-19: BD RMG fresh orders
decline by 62% in last three months
Staff Correspondent
Fresh work orders from the global
apparel brands and retailers to
Bangladesh clothing products
suppliers have seen a sharp decline
by 62% in the last three months
due to slower demands in export
destinations and supply chain
disruption caused by the Covid-19
pandemic.
According to Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) data, during
the March-May period of 2020,
fresh work orders from the global
retailers and brands fell by 62.11%
to 172, which were 454 in the same
period last year.
On the other hand, global retailers
have canceled work orders worth
$3.15 billion during the period and
are demanding discounts.
However, the trend of placing new
work orders geared up in May
compared to April.
In March, apparel manufacturers
under BGMEA received 87 work
orders, which were 138 last year. In
April and May, they received 8 and
77 work orders, which was 136 and
180 respectively last year.
“Covid-19 pandemic has cast
a devastating impact on the
global fashion industry. Sales of
clothing items fell sharply at the
outlets as these were closed due
to lockdown to stop the spread
coronavirus in export destinations
especially in EU and US markets,”
said BGMEA Senior Vice-President
Faisal Samad to Textile Today.
“As the second-largest exporter of
clothing goods, Bangladesh saw
the worst impact of it.”
As a result, brands and retailers
went on conservative mood and
almost stopped placing new
orders as they feared a sharp fall in
consumption in the year, said the
business leader.
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According to research
200
by Wazir Advisors, an
India- based consulting
and advisory firm, the
150
consumption in the EU
market will fall by 59%, US
63% and Japan 20% in 2020.
100
Meanwhile, the imports of
clothing goods will decline
by $128 billion this year and
50
consumption by $328 billion
next year by the EU nations,
US and Japan it adds.
0
March
April
May
However, a big concern for
the exporters is they are
2019
2020
experiencing delays in getting
payments for shipped goods
Figure: RMG work orders comparison of 2019
and 2020 (March to May).
from buyers, and most of the
buyers have deviated from
increase ahead of Christmas Day
the original contract terms and
to some extent but the third
asking for discounts as high as
quarter of the year will remain dull,
20% – 50%, whereas our average
said the business leader.
value addition in the industry is
In returning to the peak as it was
around 25%, said Faisal.
in 2019, we might have to wait till
Turnaround to be delayed
2022, he predicts.
The turnaround in work orders
will depend on how fast life gets
back to normalcy in the export
destinations and the virus comes
under control or the vaccine is
invented.
“Until there is stability in the health
issues in the export destinations,
it will be very tough to gear up
the work orders from the global
buyers. If you look into the trend
of opening the economy, it is
just to start, while those who
opened return due to deterioration
of infection,” Sharif Zahir,
Managing Director, Ananta Denim
Technology told Textile Today.
Consumers will remain in panicky
situation fearing the second attack
of the virus until the invention of
vaccine and they won’t buy more
rather only a few to survive, said
Zahir also a director of BGMEA.
In October, the order flow may

Though there is a ray of hope in
health-related textile goods it is
very small and we are not ready
to capture it because of lack
of preparedness to go on the
production of personal protective
equipment, he added.
On top of that, there is little
chance of picking if the ongoing
negotiation to reinstate the
canceled order is successful. As
per BGMEA data, so far over
1,150 factories have faced export
cancellation worth US$3.15 billion.
From the BGMEA there is strong
negotiation with the buyers to get
back the orders canceled by the
buyers, said the business leaders
as well as factory owners.
If the buyers ethically respond to our
call and follow the best buying practice,
it will help the sector to survive
manufacturers and help thousands of
workers to remain in jobs.
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Figure 1: Kazi Al Mahedi, CEO, 4 Stitch Knit Composite Ltd

Bangladesh needs to go for valueadded functional items to sustain
BTT Interview
The Covid-19 pandemic-wracked
earth is shifting fast from
many ages of biased practices.
Bangladesh readymade garment
(RMG) industry finds itself in a
precarious situation as it is mostly
knit based.
Kazi Al Mahedi, CEO, 4 Stitch
Knit Composite Limited recently
shared his insights with Textile
Today about the challenges the
knitwear garments are facing and
way outs.

in the knitting business. Meaning
with almost 20 years of experience
we feel comfortable doing knit
products. We ensure the European
standard of work with Bangladeshi
prices for optimum customer
satisfaction. Besides, we have a
buying house business.
Textile Today: What is the future
of the knit industry in Bangladesh
in the current global scenario?

Textile Today: What was the
motivation to start a knit
composite factory? At the same
time share your factory's vision
and mission.

Kazi Al Mahedi: At present, it is
very difficult to say something as
the Covid-19 pandemic is turning
the world upside down. And the
future is uncertain. Not just for
the fashion industry but other for
industries also.

Kazi Al Mahedi: Since 2000 we are

Recent analysis shows that the
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consumers are getting skeptical
about spending too much on
fashion. The post-Coronavirus
world will be for functional
protective wearables. So, the
knit based Bangladesh textile
and apparel industry must make
value-added functional fashion
to increase the lost share and
become a leader again.
Textile Today: You have a buying
house. Did this venture help your
garment business?
Kazi Al Mahedi: We have started
this venture since 2011. And it
diffidently helps us a lot to get
orders easily and smoothly.
Textile Today: What types of the
product range are you doing and
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for which buyers? Do you have
any high-end product line or have
your plan for that?
Kazi Al Mahedi: At 4 Stitch Knit
Composite Limited, we do all types
of knit items by ensuring the best
quality. In apparel manufacturing
business quality is the ultimate
pillar of success. We do t-shirt,
polo shirt, tank top, trousers,
skirt, jacket, etc. We are doing
production with end line finishing
to get the best quality.
Textile Today: As an owner
of buying house what is your
advice for the entrepreneurs of
Bangladesh, at which point they
need to focus?
Kazi Al Mahedi: Entrepreneurs
who want to do apparel business
must know the full process upsidedown. This will make them able
to cross the tough challenges
which come now and then.
Simultaneously, equipping with the
latest consumer trends and techupdates are essential to stay on
top of the apparel manufacturing
business.
Textile Today: Bangladesh's textile
and apparel sector is taking a hit
due to the coronavirus outbreak.
In this reality how will you ensure
your business competitiveness?
Kazi Al Mahedi: This is a very

Figure 2: CEO, Kazi Al Mahedi and Directors, Zahid, Arif Hossain, Waliullah Bakul
standing in front of 4 Stitch Knit Composite Ltd.

hard time for a comprehensive
replay. We try our level best to
reduce cost, get more orders and
target on-time shipment. And as
I said earlier, making value-added
functional fashion items will be the
key in the coming months.
We have already seen that the
garment factories are making PPE,
anti-viral masks, etc. we need to
come up as a whole industry to
ensure business competitiveness.
Textile Today: What should be the
post-Covid-19 strategy to recover
the industry from this current

disastrous situation?
Kazi Al Mahedi: First, try to
survive at any cost. Then wait for
a good time to get a perfect order
to overcome all those issues. At
the same time, we must transform
further into online marketing
as consumer buying habits are
changing rapidly into online
buying habits.
The Covid-19 is also given rise to
functional clothing and we should
move sector diversification. And
it will create a positive vibe about
the Bangladesh garment industry.

Pacific Casuals Ltd achieves LEED platinum certificate
Rakibul Islam
Pacific Casuals Limited, the first Knit division production
facility of Pacific Jeans Limited has achieved the Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Platinum
certification recently.

Area

LEED Scorecard

Location & Transportation

15 / 18

Sustainable Sites

7/10

Their production unit has been constructed focusing on the
requirements of LEED Platinum certification, saving energy
with green building technology as well as all other safety
measures that have been closely taken into consideration.

Water Efficiency

12/12

Energy & Atmosphere

23/38

Material & Resources

7/8

Indoor Environmental; Quality

11/17

Points and certification of LEED:

Regional Priority Credits

4/4

LEED is the most widely used green building rating system
in the world. LEED buildings save energy, water, resources,
generate less waste and support human health.

Innovation

4/6

Total

Platinum 83/113
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BGAPMEA urges for equal facilities
proposed for RMG sector
Desk Report
Bangladesh Garments Accessories
and Packaging Manufacturers
and Exporters Association
(BGAPMEA), in a proposed budget
reaction expressed frustration
as their demands for reducing
corporate tax, source tax and
providing cash incentive have not
been addressed in the proposed
budget for fiscal year 2020-21.
BGAPMEA urged the government
to provide equal budgetary
facilities as proposed for the
readymade garment (RMG) sector.
According to BGAPMEA,
Accessories and packaging
industry contribute 15 to 18 percent
of the country’s RMG export. 1,700

small and medium accessories and
packaging makers are meeting the
requirements for 30 to 35 types
of such items needed for the RMG
exporters.
Abdul Kader Khan, President,
BGAPMEA, said, “Though the
export-import, textile and
industries policies mentioned
about providing equal facilities to
both direct and deemed exporters,
we never get equal facilities.”
On the proposed budget has
reduced corporate tax to 32.5
percent from 35 percent whereas
the tax is 10 to 12 percent for
readymade garment industry,
added Abdul Kader Khan.

Almost all industrial sectors have
received government’s stimulus
package to offset the negative
impact of corona virus outbreak,
but we did not get any support,
said Kader Khan
There is no announcement of cash
incentive in the proposed budget
or no assurance for the backward
linkage industry of RMG.
Due to corona pandemic
situation accessories sector
passing bad situation. In this
crisis moment, BGAPMEA wants
that the government will work to
increase social safety net, create
employment opportunities and
expand financial support.

Amazing Fashion sees demand for functional
items in local and global market
Bill Primack
100% export oriented Bangladeshi
knit garments manufacturer
Amazing Fashion Limited is
specialized on high SMV products
and deals with 150 styles per
month and can drastically adapt
to new types of products due to
strong R&D base.

Several models of Isolation
coveralls and gowns made by
SHIELD 20 have passed till level 3
from SGS, received NOC by DGDA
and had their products enlisted
in FDA. After completing all the
assessment,

"Covid-19 has been a curse to the
entire garments industry. When we
first noticed that individuals were
being infected with Covid due to
using faulty PPE, we came up with
the initiative to produce global
standard medical PPE for civil and
health care professionals," said S.M
Nishat Bin Zia Rumman, Director
(Marketing), Amazing Fashions Ltd.

“We have entered in the market for
selling and exporting our products.
We are working with local and
international health organization
to develop bio degradable PPEs as
a part of sustainable supply chain.
Amazing is currently working
towards roll out of Level 4 PPEs
soon after we have complied with
all the global requirements,” she
added.

The company started investing a
lot of time and effort into research
and development to design the
PPEs based on user risk exposure.

We already delivered PPE to
Hospitals , Nipsom, Navy , NHS
and received export order from
Portugal market added S.M Nishat
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Figure; PPE made by SHIELD 20

Bin Zia Rumman . The fabrication
of PPE is washable taffeta with
5000 mm breathable PU coating,
Disposable Non-woven ( Pp
spunbond + Pe film antibacterial
finish ).
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Trade and Biz

RMG sector to enjoy less corporate
tax and reduced source tax
Nayem Abdullah
The Covid-19 impact was
phenomenal in a negative way. In
a bid to cushion the impact of this
the Bangladesh govt. has offered
some breather for the apparel
manufacturers. The $34 billion
RMG industry – will continue to
relish reduced corporate tax rate
at 12% for the fiscal year 2020-21.
While, tax at source for the sector,
increased to 0.5% from 0.25% for
the fiscal year 2020-21. Currently,
the sector enjoys a 0.25% source
tax for the outgoing fiscal year.
Now, the RMG factories with
green building certification enjoy
a special tax rate of 10%, whereas
RMG factories without such
certification pay taxes at a rate

of 12%. The Finance Minister AHM
Mustafa Kamal extended the SRO
providing this special tax rate for
another two years.

RMG as stipulated in the Income
Tax Ordinance is 1 percent that has
further been reduced through an
SRO.

“Exports of goods and services,
including that of RMG, have faced
a downturn due to the outbreak
of the Covid-19 pandemic. I,
therefore, propose to reduce the
rate of withholding tax on export
proceeds as a part of extending
overall support to our export
sector,” said AHM Mustafa Kamal
while he was announcing the
national budget for the fiscal year
2020-21 in the parliament.

He also proposed to amend
the Ordinance to fix the rate of
withholding tax on all sorts of
export proceeds including that of
RMG at 0.5 percent instead of the
existing rate of 1 percent for the
benefit of taxpayers in the RMG
sector.

The existing rate of collecting
withholding tax on all sorts of
export proceeds including that of

Though, Bangladesh Garment
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA)
and Bangladesh Knitwear
Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BKMEA) demanded
to keep the rate unchanged.

BD exporting health care products to
UK’s National Health Service
Desk Report
Dewhirst-Shanta -one of the
reputed manufacturer in DEPZ,
Bangladesh–has woven (Tops
-Bottoms) active sportswear
manufacturing unit and own
laundry with sustainable facilities
begun to produce health care
products for the National Health
Service (NHS) –the publicly funded
healthcare system in England, and
one of the four National Health
Service systems in UK.
This company has already
exported their first consignment
before Eid-Ul-Fitr vacation and few
more orders are under discussion.
“We have facilities to produces
every health care product like PPE,
surgical gown, mask etc. to meet
the swelling global demand for
these items. If anyone needs any
protective clothing, we are here to
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Figure: Dewhirst-Shanta making health care products for UK NHS.

support them,” said Kiron Morshed,
General Manager (Marketing &
Merchandising), Shanta Industries
Limited.
Demand for health care products
have emerged as a new opportunity
for our apparel industries. Here the
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challenges are to habituate with the
new products category and mind
set, he said.
Regarding PPEs TEST report he
said, “We strongly believe we can
achieve it,” added Kiron Morshed.
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GROUP
We are Providing

Turnkey Solutions for any

Garments Industry, Commercial
and RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX.

DESIGN | CONSTRUCTION | CERTIFICATION

?

Services:

Why ECORAY

When comparing our capabilities and proposed solution to
that of competitors, the benefits of choosing ECORAY are:
Service reliability in top level.
All the professionals are truly qualified and experienced.
Short time to completion.
Provide more alternative options.
Lower Implementation Cost.
12/7 Hours Client Support.
Successful Track Record.
Brand Image in Market.
Practical Experience of successful completion of USGBC
LEED Certified projects in Bangladesh.
The highest Bangladesh experiences as a Local.
Most economical as well established in Bangladesh.
Operating under 100% ethical business practices as per law
of our country.
Strength to serve for long time projects with a larger
professional manpower base.
Vast amount of practical evidences in Bangladesh market
for our capability with educated local references.
Good Knowledge of local culture.
Self-sufficient in terms of all logistic requirements.

Our Concern1. Ecoray Construction Ltd.
2. Ecoray Sustainability.
And Design Ltd.
3. Ecoray Fashions.

4. Ecoray Agro.
5. Ecoray Dairy.
6. Ecoray Fisheries.
7. Ecoray Automobiles.

Feasibility study for factory designing
Bank proposal preparation
Master plan for Industrial design
Industrial layout design
Architectural design
Electrical design
Mechanical design (HVAC, ETP, WWTP, WTP, STP, RWH system)
Plumbing design
Fire system design
Construction works
LEED certification by USGBC (New and Existing building)
Garments Production and Efficiency Development Program

Green Building Design

ECORAY serving Green building design from USGBC LEED aspect.

Impacts
Environmentally effective use of building materials
Lower electric and water utility costs
Enhanced physical and emotional health
Increased productivity
Long term economic returns
Reduced environmental impact

Some of our Clients1. Saiham Group.
2. Well Group.
3. Mim Group.
4. Team Group.
5. Sadma Group.
6. Sharmin Group.
7. Msc Icon Tower (52 Storied Commercial Building)
8. Perkz Denim.
9. Skyline Group
10. Expo Accessories Ltd
11. Preen El Arte Ltd.(Printing Factory).
12. Dsl Sweaters Ltd
13. Cittizen Tower (17 Storied Commercial Building)
+++ 65 projects

Address
House-456 (GF), Road # 31, New DOHS Mohakhali, Dhaka.
Cell: +88 01711 948 073; +88 01920 109 882
Email: khaled.ecoray@gmail.com
subrota.ecoray@gmail.com

Local Support and Less Expenditure for LEED Certification.
SM

A Member of USGBC (U.S. Green Building Council)
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Testing of Personal Protective Equipment - Gowns, Coveralls and Masks
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Is it a turning
point for fast
fashion?

Dysin International Ltd.

Testing & Calibration Laboratory

Testing of Personal Protective Equipment - Gowns, Coveralls and Masks
Dysin International Ltd, Testing and Calibration Laboratory, the only Bangladeshi lab, enlisted by the Directorate
General of Drug Administration (DGDA) is glad to offer complete range of Testing and Assurance services for
testing of PPE products related to COVID-19 and all sorts of infectious diseases. Our laboratory is accredited ISO
17025:2017, delivering precise and reliable results with shortest lead time & competitive pricing to our customers.
The safety and standard requirements of complete Personal Protective Equipment kit, including Coveralls, Gowns,
Masks, Shoe cover and other products used for infection prevention, in hospital environment, used by doctors
and medical staff, patients etc, in adherence to international standards set by WHO, AAMI and EN 13795 are to
be tested and certified.
Dysin Testing and Calibration Services has fully trained teams, and best in class equipment and laboratory set-up
and technical experts to not only test the products, but also give complete guidance to manufacturers of the
quality requirements in terms of manufacturing and exports.
Dysin can support medical textile suppliers to ensure the functionality, as well as compliance with relevant safety
standards, of these products.

• Surgical Gowns, Coveralls and Drapes
• Surgical and Medical Face Masks & Respirators (N95 and KN95)
Dysin provides comprehensive tests for above PPE products against the US and EU standards. Please write to us
for all your queries to: testinglab@dysin.com

Dysin International Ltd.

Testing & Calibration Laboratory

Skylark Point (11th Floor), 24/A Bijoy Nagar 175 Shohid Syed Nazrul Islam Soronee Dhaka-1000, Bangladesh.
Phone: +88 02 58315963, 48315504, 48312049, 48316729, 48315060 Fax: +880-2-934 8682, 5831 2779
Mobile: +8801713375755, +8801713856786, +8801713856787
E-mail: testinglab@dysin.com, Web: www.dysin.com

AT Editorial

Is it a turning point for fast fashion?
Covid-19 will be a “turning point” in the fast fashion model as consumers will
prioritize quantity over quality in the future due to pandemic
Josh Pisani
The coronavirus outbreak is
having a far-reaching impact on
businesses in almost every part
of the world – whether be it small
or big scale. It has a great impact
in the fashion industry. Many
clothing brands are in threat of
business failure and may threaten
the current high production, fast
fashion model and result in fewer,
smaller collections from a more
sustainable supply chain.
Fast fashion relies heavily on
cheap manufacturing until
Covid-19 began to wreak havoc
across the globe while some of
the world’s biggest supply chains
in China and Bangladesh heading
to shut-down which has created
unprecedented challenges for
retailers. The Spanish group
Inditex which owns Zara and Pull
& Bear reported a 24.1 percent
drop in sales globally from the
beginning of March.
Lutz Walter, Director for innovation
and skills at Euratex, the European
apparel and textile confederation
recently told an online business
portal, “The crisis will disrupt and
change many ways if doing fashion
business around the globe.”
He also predicts that there would
be more focus on flexible sourcing
i.e. smaller orders, closer to
market, and more diversification of
sourcing location.
Moreover, he suggests some
prompt re-shoring with “more
focus on critical local supply chains
in the EU/US and questioning of
total clothing export dependency
in Major CMT (cut, make and trim)
countries like Bangladesh.
Re-localization for sustainable
supply chains
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The Covid-19 pandemic may
encourage the re-localization of
sustainable supply chains. China
with 37.6 percent of all global
textile export has faced huge
obstacles since the outbreak of
Covid-19 as companies have a
heavy dependency on low-cost
suppliers and cheap labor markets.
On the other hand, the localized
supply chain would be the carbon
footprint for the industry as less
travel would be required.
Dr. Gianfranco Di Natale, Managing
Director of Italian clothing and
textile industry federation Sistema
Moda Italia says, ‘the demand for
the product from truly sustainable
supply chain will increase as was
already happening before the crisis.”
The Covid-19 will lead to a
weeding out process of the
weakest player and survivors must
have a flexible/fast responding,
digitally connected supply chain
and strong trusted business
relationships, Euratex’s Walter warns.
Fast fashion to sustainable fashion
The large stocks of unsold
inventory would turn consumers
against “buy to throw” and rather
prefer “buy to keep” and the
increasing demand for brands
that can demonstrate sustainable
production in response to the
needs of the planet.
“Brand story, incredible product
and a sustainability message will be
really key for brands to survive this
and stay relevant to what consumer
wants,” said Elizabeth Stiles, UKbased fashion industry consultant.
Orsola de Castro, the founder of
the UK-based fashion sustainability
campaign Fashion Revolution
argues that the pandemic will be a
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“turning point” in the fast fashion
model as consumers will prioritize
quantity over quality in the future
due to pandemic.
Robert Burke, a New York-based
retail consultant thinks, Covid-19
may push the brands away from
traditional wholesale business
models and sharpening their
focus on direct-to-consumer and
setups to control their own space
and inventories within surviving
department stores.
He also says, “The bigger brands
were already learning to be more
flexible with deliveries to their
own stores and the brands usually
know how to run retail better than
the departmental stores.”
Fast fashion may well survive the
pandemic but it must change
going forward. Fast fashion has an
opportunity to reconstruct itself
as the pandemic has forced the
industry to slow down. This will
enable us to respond to changes
in demand and will see designers
reducing the collection process
and consumers seeking more
longevity in the purchase.
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A prescription for
PPE development
Analysis of PPE properties with a view to Covid-19 protection
Sabuj Acharya, Merchandiser, ZXY International Fzco
Fabric materials
For PPE coverall mainly two types of fabric are
being widely used. Different combinations of fiber
material and additional mechanical and chemical
treatments increase the functional properties in
terms of protection. Below is a glimpse on these
fabric characteristics.
Option 1: Non-woven 70-90 GSM PE laminated
fabric
(a) SMS fabric: Polypropylene pallets combination
(spunbound +meltblown+ spunbound) makes SMS
fabric. In case of better durability and heavier GSM
requirement, SMMMS or SSMMS combination can be
used. PE (polyethylene) or PTFE (poly-tetra-fluoroethylene) coating is applied to it for non-microporous
lamination. This lamination can be non-breathable
or breathable depending on its intended use. Higher
protective layers of lamination, higher resistance
to chemical permeability and fabric become nonbreathable gradually with the increased weight of
lamination film.
(b) BICO fabric: Bicomponent layers made from
special fibers that have a polyester core and a
polyethylene sheath. PE lamination film is applied to
it for non-breathable functional properties.
Option 2: Taffeta AgNP/PU coated 190T/210T/240T
60-80 GSM
It is mainly used for a raincoat, tent, bag, etc.
However, fabric with finer count yarn, lower GSM,
compact weaving with 1/1 plain construction to
ensure less opening at warp-weft junction pores and
obviously with other finishing treatment to make it
waterproof & non-breathable can be used for PPE
gown in case of less risk exposure.
Antistatic finish and AgNP (silver nano-particle)
coating as anti-bacterial agents enhances its
protective performance. The number indicated with
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Figure 1: Analysis of PPE properties with a view to Covid-19
protection.

T expresses fabric density. 210T means the total
number of ends & picks per square inch is 210; so
technically T=EPI+PPI. A higher number indicates
more compactness in the fabric construction. Taffeta
offers better durability against wash, so it can be
reusable up to a certain limited extent.
Let’s take an example here from the product
specification of the brand Orient intended for
healthcare professionals. The fabric used in medical
protective clothing is outer layer 30g breathable
film + inner layer 30gPP nonwoven fabric (100%
polypropylene) + 3g glue, 100% polypropylene,
without fillers adhesives, and silicon.
The special coating treatment makes the surface
smooth and repels inorganic liquids, effectively
prevents chemical substances from splashing, and
at the same time makes harmful ultra-fine solid dust
difficult to adhere to.
Very few companies operate this type of highly
innovative research.
HAZMAT Suit Product: DU Pont Tyvek®, DU Pont
Tychem® 10000, 3M-4565, Ultitec3000T, etc.
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Figure 2: Polypropylene pallets combination (spunbound
+meltblown+ spunbound) makes SMS fabric.

3M-4565 protective suit: It is a level C (USA
standard) or Type 4.5 (EU standard) product. Nonmicro-porous PE laminated BICO fabric; single-use
and disposable, a three-panel hood, anti-static, taped
seam, elasticized waist ankle cuff.
Tychem® 10000 coverall: It’s a level B suit designed
for chemical hazards mainly. The garment shall
be constructed of DuPont™ Tychem® 10000 — a
patented fabric consisting of multi-layer barrier films
laminated to both sides of a 4.0 oz/yd2 polyester
substrate. Respirator Fit Hood; elastic wrists;
attached socks with outer boot flaps; double storm
flap with an adhesive closure; taped seams.
Properties, special features and process hints
Liquid resistant and breathability comfort:
Fabric must be water-resistant; it needs a durable
waterproof finish. Outer layer surface can be
waterproof treated with FEPM/ PE/ PU/ PVC/
PTFE etc. hydrophobic laminated coating while
inner surface should be water repellent. But this
finish will reduce the breathability of the fabric and
cause discomfort due to the perspiration problem.
So additional mechanism needs to be addressed
at the inner surface to minimize the droplets of
perspiration.
To rectify this problem a three-skin model can be
suggested as a safer option. Here the PPE gown is

a double layer inclined by stitch; the outer layer is
waterproof that provides protection; mid-layer as a
lining is water repellent which acts like an additional
barrier to the innermost gown.
PHOBOL® Extender SFB,
ZELAN™R3 (Huntsman),
Ecorepel® (Schoeller Textiles),
etc. are some commercial
product names for finishing
agents that offer water
repellence at various degree of
level for different types of fabric.
The innermost gown is separately
worn; a thin breathable microporous nonwoven similar to
surgical gown but specially
treated with alginate &
hydrophilic agent ULTRAPHIL®
for distinct fluid management.
This layer will absorb moisture to reduce discomfort
from body perspiration.
Anti-static finish: Anti-static properties develops as
a subsidy of water repellent finish. It also depends on
material properties. Furthermore, chemical treatment
is required for enhanced level performance. Some
commercial examples of antistatic agents- ZEROSTAT®
(Huntsman), CIRRASOL PP118 (Croda) etc.
Anti-microbial finish: Alginate & Chitosan coating
(natural biopolymers) can be used on inner gown
fabric for absorbency and odor control. Silane
coating (SiH4 & its derivatives group) is applied by
the pad-dry-cure method to impart antimicrobial
properties on the outer fabric. Again, the
fluoropolymers coating is applied to impart blood
repellence characteristics. Electrochemical treatment
of silver nanoparticles (AgNP*) activated with ZnO
also enhances antimicrobial properties.
Example: Ultra-fresh Nm-100, Dm-50 or XQ-32; Bio
shield AM 500, etc. [3- (trimethoxy silyl)- propyl –
dimethyl octadecyl ammonium chloride] is applied
to polypropylene or cotton fabrics by a cold padbatch method in the presence of an alkaline catalyst
to evaluate its use as a durable antimicrobial finish.
Seam-sealed: Less seam, less risk of openings;
pattern design should avoid seam line as much
as possible. For medical garments basic seams
are used- 3 thread overlock serged seam, blind
stitch bound seam inside especially at crotch area;
some cases might require lapped seam with stitch
class-504 depending on the function.

Figure 3: For a biohazard like Covid-19 threat, Level C (USA standard)
or Type 4-5 (EU standard) is a preferable category for PPE.
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Most importantly waterproof, antibacterial, washable,
fluorocarbon/PU coated heat-seal tape (made of
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Three skin model PPE

Figure 4: Three skin model PPE.

Figure 5: Elastic closure at hood, sleeve, or leg hem for better protection.

similar body material) should be applied on a seam
line at 200C by ultrasonic hot air seam sealing
welding m/c to prevent leakage.

limited stock, a few washes can be supported.
Use disinfectants carefully, wash with hot water,
detergents can be used, better not to use dry clean
agents, no heat press iron, dry in hot sunlight.

Example (brand-orient): Medical protective clothing
needle thread is stitched and glued. The stitch pitch
is 8 needles to 14 needles per 3cm. The stitches
are even and straight. Double sealing rubber strips
(PP) are added to ensure the tightness of medical
protective clothing.
Elastic closure at hood, sleeve, or leg hem: Neoprene
rubber elastic is used at several functional areas.
Elasticised hood makes smaller face opening
but flexible to facilitate other complementary
instruments, fully elasticized waist to retain the
shape while quick body movement, elasticized sleeve
& ankle need enough gathering & folds to keep it
tightly enclosed.
Example: (brand-Ultitec): offers extra chinstrap,
zipper fastens to the underside of the chin, ample
crotch, elasticized wrist with finger loop
Waterproof airtight zip closure & cover flap: Front
opening with waterproof airtight zipper (PROSEAL®),
reversed zip one end closed is a better option,
attached by welding or sealed seam. The doublelayer storm flap is a must to cover zip; flap can be
closed with Velcro adhesive.
Reusable: This is the most challenging requirement
for developing a reusable PPE coverall while it’s
about retaining properties after several washes care
and alcoholic disinfectant application. Washing
actually degrades the product performance
gradually. In general, single-use disposable PPE are
safe; especially when used against a high spreading
contact threat like coronavirus. Proper donning &
doffing method & regular disinfectant care must
need to follow accordingly.
Care instruction depends on the final product
properties. Nevertheless, in a constraint of
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For reusable properties, high GSM laminated SMMMS
or SSMMS nonwoven fabric with additional durable
finishes can be workable. A three-skin model will
provide better durability & safety measure.
A brief note are pointed below for each:
Mask: N95/KN95/FFP/Surgical mask- (depends
on work risk). Respiratory apparatus with external
oxygen supply is not recommended by WHO if not
potentially high-risk involvement.
Gloves: Two pair hand gloves; inner latex/vinyl
gloves, outside nitrile gloves; cuff length should
reach mid-forearm.
Shoe Cover: PVC sole antiskid, PE laminated body,
elasticized closure at top.
Goggles: Safety cover goggles for eye protection,
splash-proof, properly fitted non-ventilated types.
Head shield: Protection from flying particles,
transparent plastic, less thickness, easily disposable.
Others: It’s better to use bouffant cap & a moisture
absorbent thin gown inside for extra protection &
comfort.
Arranging the quick supply of disposable PPE
always ready in a massive range quantity is nearly
an impossible task. Such a high technically enriched
product is obviously costly; so, each day a new full
set of PPE for each person is neither affordable nor
manageable in supply v/s demand quantity.
Reusable PPE is a growing demand in the market for
the upcoming days ahead. It’s time for investment in
hi-tech product manufacturing in the country itself,
rather than being dependent on imported items.
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Lingerie Updates

Bangladesh sees
robust opportunity in
global lingerie market
Abir Basak
Lingerie getting popularity
Style, evolving fashion trends
and factors, such as novelty and
comfort are the main drivers of
this industry. Changing lifestyle
and demographic dividend,
rising awareness on hygiene,
a higher standard of living
and customization of product
portfolios have boosted the
intimate wear market. A growing
number of working women,
changing fashion trends of the young
generation, increasing presence in
the media through advertisements
have been accelerating the demand
for these attires.
Providing professional cut with
fine quality materials can make
wearing the undergarments
more comfortable. Moreover,
growing e-commerce and the high

participation of women in sports
are also fueling the market.
Key brands
The market is driven by brands
that come up with innovative
products with new fabrics,
embellishments, and creative
patterns. Big brands such as
Victoria's Secrets, Calvin Klein,
M&S, PVH, JC Penney, Walmart,
Lascana, Armani dominate the
international lingerie market
while H&M, Target, Kohl's, Popstar
Rihanna's Savage X Fenty,
La Perla, Livy, Jockey, Agent
Provocateur, Myla, Rosy, Wacoal,
etc. are expanding their business.

comprised of intimate apparel
for women, including basic
lingerie like bras and panties,
has now become even broader
with the addition of innovative
products like laser-cut seamless
bras, swimwear, boxers, briefs,
bikinis, beachwear, thongs, tanga,
boy short, seamless underwear,
sleepwear, sexy lingerie, molded
t-shirt bras, and fashionable
products like bodysuits, longline
bras, teddys, camisoles and corsets.
Some fashion trends
Some of the most exciting lingerie
trends are being seen that never
happen in fashion history-

Products varieties

Bralette and padded bra

In the past ten years, the lingerie
market which traditionally

Bra wires can disrupt proper blood
circulation and may also cause
indigestion and esophagitis. As
a result, bralette and padded bra
are gaining popularity as a huge
new trend in women's lingerie and
replacing the traditional brassiere.
G-String attire
These trendy items are seen
especially in sea beach in the
summer season. Cheeky G-string
bikinis and thongs style lover said
to Daily Mail, whatever the age, it
gives the best amazing tan and
makes the bum look better.
Florals or animal prints

Figure : Bangladesh's lingerie market is growing day by day.
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Designers and fashion enthusiasts
have presented few dark florals or
animal printed undergarments in
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New York fashion week that were
extremely catchy.

Value of global intimate industry
in billion USD

Lacy lingerie
Non-traditional, geometric lace has
become increasingly popular in the
lingerie world. Floral lace is always
classic, but fashion concerns are
also seeing a lot of leaves and palm
patterns with shades of saffron,
sunny yellow for the upcoming
spring/summer season.
Corsetry
Corsetry is the kind of trend that
pops up once every few years. It is
highly embedded with cultural and
social significance that directly
reflects the zeitgeist of the time.
Global intimate product's market
According to Statista, in 2019,
the global lingerie retail market
was valued at approximately US$
32.07 billion and it was forecast to
reach a value of US$ 49.5 billion
in 2025. Currently, Europe and
North America account for $11.67
billion and $7.93 billion and have
66.3% combined share of the
world lingerie market while Asia
has 20.4% and South America and
the rest of the world have 13.3%.
The lingerie market is often broken
into two product categories: bras
and briefs.
Bras were the leading product
category within the lingerie market
as of 2016, with a 55.5% share. In
Germany, up to 25.5% of women
claimed to be willing to spend
between 30 and 54 euros for
lingerie.
China tops the list of lingerie
exporting countries with a share
of 37%, while Hong Kong and Sri
Lanka occupy the second and third
positions having 8.78% and 5.65%
of the market shares respectively.
Bangladesh is the 4th largest
lingerie exporter with a share
of 5.23% in the global market
followed by Vietnam, India,
France, Germany, Cambodia, and
Netherlands.
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Experts think UAE will be the next
business hub for lingerie.
Brands and products share
If we think about lingerie or
intimate products, womenswear
firstly comes in our mind. But
men's division is not lagged
too. Calvin Klein dominates
the menswear intimate market
followed by Selfridges. Victoria's
Secret, known as women's lingerie
giant across the world, had global net
sales amounting to approximately
US$ 6.8 billion in 2019.
Among a variety of intimate
apparel items, the bra segment
dominates the market with more
than half of the total share while
briefs represent around 27%,
corsetry & others 22%.
The briefs market is estimated
to be worth almost exactly US$
10bn at retail values. The demand
for bra has grown tremendously
in recent years. The demand

2025
(Expected)

for padded and push up bra is
reached at the top position in
recent years among wire bra,
t-shirt bra, or strapless bra.
Padded bra segment held the
largest market share of more than
71.7% in 2017.
Bangladesh has the opportunity
to grow
H&M, Kmart, Debenhams, Target,
O'Stin, Celio, Auchan, Next,
Primark, Jules and Walmart are
the major buyers of lingerie from
Bangladesh. Although the t-shirt is
the foundation, makers give eyes
to diversity intimate products for a
few years.
According to industry leaders,
Bangladesh has tremendous
untapped potential in the
production of value-added lingerie
items. In the fiscal year 2017-18, the
export earnings from lingerie items
stood at $1.15 billion, up 7.84%
from the previous fiscal year. The

World's major lingerie exporters
in million USD
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Lingerie Updates

Bangladesh's lingerie
exports growth
in Billion USD

Group.

1.15 bn
2018
1.07 bn
2017

0.92 bn
2016
0.74 bn
2015
0.57 bn
2014

0.57 bn
2013

(Source: EPB)

50 Mn, up from US$ 24 Mn now.

figure for FY 2016-17 was $1.07
billion, for FY 2015-16 was $922.36
million, according to Export
Promotion Bureau (EPB).

Chorka Textiles has started the
lingerie production line in 2014 &
its monthly revenue is US$ 7.5 Mn.
Profit margins for intimate wear
is 20-25% higher compared to a
basic T-shirt. In 2017, KC Lingerie
exported 2Mn pcs of bras & boxers
to Germany's Chicca and also
exported 6Mn pcs of underwear &
nightwear to H&M in 2019.

Lingerie is a complicated product
that needs a sophisticated design
that requires the right fabric
and tailoring to yield a good fit
as well as the highest level of
satisfaction. Producing lingerie is a
very sophisticated job. That's why
there are not many companies
producing it.

Some new fresh investments are
coming to catch this lubricant
market. DBL Group is planning
to pump US$ 100 Mn into an
integrated lingerie plant in
Habiganj by 2021, under US$ 1.2 bn
worth DBL economic zone. Ananta
Group has invested US$ 20 Million
into the lingerie production facility
in 2018. Hop Lun will build a new
700 lines factory within 1 year &
120 lines are in pipeline of Partex

Apex Group, SQ Group, Hop
Lun BD, Blue Planet Knitwears,
Chorka Textiles, KDS Group, Zaber
& Zubair, Mondol Group, Four
H Group, etc along with 40-50
factories are making these items
for buyers. Knit Concerns is now
planning to double its lingerie
manufacturing capacity by 2020,
targeting annual exports of US$

(in %)
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Loungewear
Daywear

Shapewear

51%

26%

12%

4%

4%

"We have to go for value-added
items for long term sustainability
at a time when we are not getting
fair prices of apparel and lingerie
is one of them. Bangladesh is
still not doing much to produce
the premium segment of lingerie
items," told Md. Mehedi Hasan,
Manager (IE & Planning) of Blue
Planet Fashionwear Ltd (Blue
Planet Group).
"Continuous innovation in fabric
and product designs are needed
to stay competitive in the lingerie
market. Now Blue Planet is making
1.2 million pcs of lingerie products
for its European clients and
continuously negotiating to grab
more orders."
Need more support
As synthetic threads, elastic and
fabrics are needed to produce
lingerie items, the country should
develop its synthetic production
houses. Local millers source cotton
fabrics from local suppliers while
they have to buy the syntheticbased collection and accessories
from China. As a result, product
making cost increases.
Due to a lack of experts, the
industry hires foreign manpower
more from Sri Lanka, Philippines,
China. Industry pioneers think
orders will shift from China if
Bangladesh can establish more
expertise in this segment.

Product wise market share
50

Bangladesh makes lingerie items
ranged from basic to the medium
valued maximum. Few makers
are making luxury and high classy
items recently. Exporters hope,
because of the US-China trade
war, export orders will shift to
Bangladesh.

3%

Intimatewear requires special
attention and proper effective
initiatives from all concerned
persons can lift this sector
undoubtedly and earn more
foreign exchange compared to
running time.
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Exclusive Interview


Bangladesh

garment industry
has a great scope
to diversify
product basket

BTT Interview
Mohammad Abdur Rouf is a
customer-centered resultdriven vibrant leader with 18+
years of experience in overall
business operations of large
scale fast fashion chain retail,
garments and accessories
manufacturing, FnB operations
and service operator business
operations management from
top.
He is leading the Dekko
Accessories Ltd and Agami
Accessories Ltd. accessories
concerns of Dekko Legacy
Group from March 2017 as
Executive Director, who was
former Chief Operating Officer
(COO) at Aarong (March 2009
– March 2017).
Recently he shared his
views and thoughts with
Textile Today on techniques,
strategies and goals that
should be followed by a RMG
leader during this crisis time.
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Figure: Mohammad Abdur Rouf, Executive Director, Dekko Accessories Ltd. and Agami
Accessories Ltd.
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Textile Today: What roles can
RMG leaders play during the time
of Covid 19 crisis?
Abdur Rouf: Globally when the
Covid-19 pandemic broke out, the
industries which took the hardest
hits among them readymade
garment (RMG) manufacturing
sector was one of the top
industries to get hurt badly by this
Coronavirus.
Bangladesh's two main RMG
export destinations are the US
and Europe, which were hit hurt
by Covid-19 pandemic. Naturally, a
huge amount of apparel orders were
on hold or canceled by the buyers
which tremendously impacted the
Bangladesh RMG industry.
In light of this scenario in any
business organization in the
crisis moments, leadership plays
a critical role and leads from the
front and other employees follow
the leader.
Textile Today: What techniques
and goals should a RMG leader
follow and what strategies can
RMG leaders implement during
this crisis time?
Abdur Rouf: As an RMG leader
should think comprehensively
and look into the future to
devise comprehensive plans to
survive and sustain in this business.
Bangladesh’s textile and apparel
manufacturing industry needs this sort
of visionary leader right this moment.
As for strategies, a leader should
devise 2 types of strategies:

analysis – to make the right long
term strategy. It should not be on
any emotional basis and sticking
to old plans and products.
To mitigate the impact of this
crisis, we have to make at least
six months’ prior plan. If a factory
previously made apparel products
for A category buyer, then a leader
should also contact and talk to
B and C or D category buyers to
onboard the buyers to get orders.
Lower category buyers will
also come as he will see that an
A category garment is giving
products at lower category prices.
It is safer and reliable to work with
that complied garment rather than
going to a Chinese non-complained
cheap garment factory. Thus getting
more orders can make up for the
orders it has lost.
As for techniques, survival comes
first. Setting the survival strategy
is paramount. A lot of apparel
factories goes for manpower
cut as the primary solution for
survival. But an exemplary leader
should watch the global scenario
unfolding, and as I said earlier, talk
to his buyers to project consumer
consumption trends and plan
accordingly.
And as for the idle manpower in
this Covid-19 pandemic, a leader
has to utilize in other areas instead
of going for new recruits. It has other
positive implications as well – as we
lack skilled manpower – like making
the workforce multi-dimensional.

In short term strategy, a leader has
to identify some scenarios to deal
with immediate challenges. These
strategies should be based on
studies and actual facts.

At the same time, calculating
essential factory costs and
maintenance compare to the
business he will make in 6-12
months, and see his/her capacity
– how much factory capacity is
sitting idle. Same way, pinpointing
other excess cost leakages and
remove it to save up cost.

As for long term strategy, RMG
leaders should talk to their leading
buyers – as they have a global
market analysis team, the global
team making forecasts and trends

And down the line, if it saves 5-10%
annually, which is a lot. Most of
the factories in Bangladesh are
running with 5-10% fat such as
low performing staff, over staff,

1. Short term strategy
2. Long term strategy
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production wastage, rejected
products, additional price of RM,
inefficient maintenance operations
etc. By identifying those fat areas
and taking corrective action the
factory can keep on running
without any unnecessary fat.
Textile Today: What is Dekko’s
plan in this period? What
strategies has Dekko taken to
overcome the crisis?
Abdur Rouf: We kept our factories
closed for one month. Afterward,
our factory has been quite busy as
we are getting enough orders. One
of the big reason is that previously
a big portion of garment
accessories was supplied by China.
Now a lot of buyers are shifting
from China and placing orders
locally to ensure fast and secure
support from nearby sources.
As one of the largest garment
accessories manufacturers in
Bangladesh, Dekko Accessories
Ltd. and Agami Accessories Ltd.
produce products for almost all
the big buyers and supplying to
a good number of factories in
Bangladesh. And in this disrupted
and uncertain times, we are
offering very prompt and quality
service to the buyers for the
product categories that they used
to get from overseas sources. We
are treating this crisis period as an
opportunity to enhance capability
and win the heart of overseas
dependent buyers.
Textile Today: What new
opportunities you are seeing for
the textile and apparel industry in
this negative situation?
Abdur Rouf: As at present big
buyers like H&M, M&S, PVH, TESCO,
Inditex, Best Seller and many more
have reopened and placing orders,
so apparel factories are running
again —with reduced capacity as
the order quantity is small.
But global leading market analysis
and predictions are showing
that apparel consumption will
shrink at least by 30-40% in the
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coming years. In this scenario,
for the next one to two years,
people will be focusing on
buying essential goods instead
of apparel. Moreover tourist
purchase throughout the world
will be reduced significantly since
travelling and mobility of human
are going to be limited for a year
or two. That is why in the long run
we will see a decline of 30 to 40%
in apparel orders.
At the same time, due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, the world
is witnessing a huge increase in
functional wearables (medical
textiles) such as protective masks,
PPE, gloves, etc. Over the years,
the Bangladesh textile and apparel
industry has been focused mostly
on making basic apparel products.
Also, our export destinations have
not been diversified well enough.
Bangladesh garment
manufacturing industry has a great
scope to diversify product basket,
expanding export destinations,
and grab some of the portions of
manufacturing which has been
projected to shift from China.
Textile Today: We are seeing
that Bangladeshi garment
manufacturers are cutting costs
in R&D and marketing. Also,
online platforms are gaining more
popularity in this pandemic. What
strategies should be implemented
in the post-Covid-19 period?
Abdur Rouf: To compete with
high-end garment manufacturing
countries like China, Vietnam and
Turkey, we have to invest in R&D
and innovation to develop new
products’ option to show the
buyers about our capability that
“we are as capable & equipped
as China, Turkey and Vietnam,”
We should be more aggressive
on branding and marketing now to
attract new customers. Cutting costs
in promotion and R&D right this
moment will not be a good decision.
As for integrating with online
platforms (B2B), it is high time to

do so, like engaging with Alibaba,
Amazon and other leading online
platforms to seek more business
opportunities. Also, BGMEA
is looking to launch its own
platform to be connected with the
consumers directly.
Textile Today: We see a lot of
industries globally struggling to
maintain safety standards to keep
their employees safe from getting
Covid-19 infected. In light of this,
kindly share with us how Dekko is
maintaining the safety standard
of its employees.
Abdur Rouf: In the beginning,
we have worked with reduced
capacity to ensure social
distancing in the factory. After
the holiday if any worker came
from the village we said to stay
home for a couple of days to see
his/her physical condition. If the
worker felt well after a couple of
days only then he/she can join the
factory. We have been maintaining
detail information of every single
employee and their families. If
anyone of any employee’s family
member gets COVID symptoms,
we immediately discontinue duty
of the respective employee. We
further let that employee to join
upon confirmation of recovery of
her/his family member by our own
doctor’s panel. This is how other
workers remained safe. In addition,
we have ensured that Dekko Group’s
doctors are always in communication
with the workers to get medical
advice at any given time.
Washing hands before entering
the factory are mandatory for
each and every employee. Dekko
monitors the body temperature of
every worker. Also, we have kept
hand sanitizers and hand washing
points in different accessible
places in the factory so that
workers can wash their hands
at regular intervals. Still by any
chance, if anyone feels sick in the
factory, we give leave him/her, so
that he/she can go home and rest
for a couple of days.

Sustainability Today

More masks than Jellyfish:
Coronavirus waste exacerbates
ocean pollution
S. A. Kiron
"Soon there will be more masks than jellyfish in the
water of the Mediterranean,” says Operation Mer
Propre, a French non-profit that works on ocean
clean-ups.
A video posted on Facebook by Laurent Lambard of
the clean-up charity showed disposable masks and
gloves littering the bottom of a sea-bed off the coast
of Antibes on the French Riveria. Divers have begun
to notice more coronavirus waste- face masks, latex
gloves and plastic bottles of hand sanitizer, Joffrey Peltier
of the above-mentioned organization said and added
that "While the quantities have not been overwhelming,
pollution promises to come if nothing is done."
Like him, many conservationists are raising alarm
about growing ocean pollution caused by the
increased waste created out of the coronavirus
pandemic. They issued a warning saying that millions
of people all over the world have donned disposable
masks and gloves and, while it helps to slow the
spread of the virus, they may be disposed off
incorrectly.
As in other countries, coronavirus waste is
contaminating the rivers in Bangladesh, a matter
of grave concern for green activists campaigning
for long to prevent rivers from being polluted and
illegally occupied. It is worth mentioning that many
rivers flowing through the country are either in death
throes or have lost navigability due to various manmade hazards including widespread pollution from
untreated industrial waste.
Hong Kong-based OceanAsia found dozens of masks
in marine debris in the city's Soko Islands. "On a
beach about 100 meters long, we found about 70,
OceanAsia's Garry Stokes said, adding that thirty
more masks were found a week later. "And that is on
a deserted island in the middle of nowhere."
In the United States, conservationists raised similar
worries about growing plastic pollution because of
Covid-19. According to a recent World Economic
Forum Webinar, between the end of February and midApril this year, more than a billion items of personal
protective equipment were given out in the UK alone.
One study estimates that in the UK alone if every person
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Figure: Soon there will be more masks than jellyfish in the water
of the Mediterranean. Courtesy: Collected

used a single-use face mask a day for a year, it would
create an additional 66,000 tons of contaminated waste
and 57,000 tons of plastic packaging.
Improper disposal of medical waste has long posed
a threat to oceans and waterways. More people may
be using single-use plastics like takeout containers or
non-reusable bags at grocery stores, Nick Mallos of
Ocean Conservancy said on balancing public health
with environmental impact.
A United Nations report from 2018 found that
roughly 13 million metric tons of plastic pollute the
ocean every year. Some 150 million tons of plastics
are already circulating in the marine environment,
says the webinar organized by the WEF. That
pollution can harm biodiversity, the economy and
health, the U.N. report says.
Mallos said Ocean Conservancy is working to track
any potential increase in ocean waste during the
pandemic. While the evidence is anecdotal thus far,
it won't be surprising to see an uptick once empirical
data comes out, Mallos said.
He went on to say that "We have a perfect storm on top of
what was already a deluge of plastics entering our oceans."
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STB Editorial

Setting

Transformation Blueprint
for the textile and apparel industry:

light
night

A

in the

Md. Eousop Novee
Textile and apparel industry had
been suffering from a continuous
profit erosion even a pretty
before the effect of coronavirus
pandemic. The current impact
of pandemic on demand side
has pushed us hard to rethink of
the business process, innovation
and business itself once again.
As categorically exposed of the
less product diversification, poor
capacity utilization, inefficient
management systems, poor supply
chain, less interest in adopting
new technologies and inefficient
decision making have made the
Textile and apparel business
difficult eventually. Invariably, there
was almost no marketing strategy
to forecast and create real demand
in this sector. In this situation, a
conscious transformation is a call
of the time for the industry to
survive and grow further.
STB (Setting Transformation
Blueprint) in textile and apparel
industry is a unique model of
innovations and transformation.
Such an initiative has been
taken for the first time in textile
and apparel Industry in the
world. Textile Today, as being
an innovation hub, has taken
ninety six projects under STB
in several clusters of textile and
apparel industry. The features
of the uniqueness of STB are
working on the practical problems
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of the industry to find out
practical solutions henceforth.
In the STB, we have already
engaged more than 150 Industry
Experts, more than 20 Industries,
around 40 Universities and 100
Transformation Leaders (TLS).
Through a competition Textile
Talent Hunt (TTH), we have
cherished eight Campus Day
Competition and selected 100
Transformation Leaders among
1200 competitors from 40 colleges
and universities.

thinking process and working
procedure of finding a feasible
solution, we developed number of
processing tools those can be used
as best practices later on. These
processing tools, by their intrinsic
facets, will logically guide the
project stakeholders to interpret
inputs, throughputs, outputs and
outcome of an existing problem.
To find out applicable solution
to a problem is also guided
by PADP and processing tools
systematically.

In the STB, we formed 96
Transformation Teams, each
of them comprising of 1
Transformation Leader, 1 Industry
Expert in specific area, 1 Academic
Expert and 1 Industry Supervisor
from the factory. The teams have
already been deployed to develop
Transformation Blueprint for 96
different problem statements.
More than 20 industries have
joined this initiative as Industry
Partner. Technology partners are
helping the initiative by providing
necessary technology support
and Knowledge Partner will
disseminate right knowledge to
develop the Blueprints.

Furthermore, to shape and control
the whole STB program, we
synthesized a Project Analytical
Direction Paper (PADP) where a
delicate and applicable project
is designed in a systematic way.
The PADP will guide all the
stakeholders thoroughly in a
uniformed way to coherently pace
them in a logical track from ‘the
start to finish’ of a fruitful project.

We strategize the whole process
of the transformation projects
from the locating of problems to
replicating the solutions to the
industry. To guide the systematic
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Heartiest felicitation to all industry
partners, technology partners
and knowledge partners for
joining hands together with the
initiative of Textile Today to set
Transformation Blueprint. We
now sincerely appeal that you
also join and further the “Setting
Transformation Blueprint” to
contribute to the biggest ever
effort to design the next great era
of textile and apparel Industry.
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Engr. Md. Shafiqur Rahman
Managing Director
Hams Group
In this competitive market era, the Textile & Apparel industry of Bangladesh has been facing lots of
challenges. Currently, it's experiencing negative growth due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Many of our
orders are getting canceled or held up in this pandemic situation. The global consumption is declining,
and consequently, the gross ordering volume is decreasing severely. Every manufacturer is trying to
keep its business alive by adopting various cost-cutting measures. In this situation, we need to identify
the non-performing areas, and we should put extra efforts to improve & transform those areas into
better forms.
We have come to know that 'Textile Today' has taken an initiative called 'Setting Transformation
Blueprint (STB)' to innovate/improve transform our industry by engaging a good number of experts.
This initiative will help to identify new opportunities and to build our self-expertise. We believe that
this initiative will help our industry to survive and expand further. We are very much delighted to be
associated with such an initiative.

Abdullah Hil Rakib
Managing Director
Team Group

“Setting Transformation Blueprint” is a Unique Initiative from Textile Today for the Textile & Apparel
Industry of Bangladesh. Through Textile Talent Hunt, not only 100 Transformational Leaders will be
created but also solutions of 100 problem statements will be generated. I congratulate Textile Today
for engaging more than 150 Industry Experts & Academic teachers with these kind of projects. Textile
Today has also engaged more than 20 Industry with these projects. It has been a great pleasure to be a
part of this initiative. Team Group is the Title sponsor of this Unique initiative & will work together with
Textile Today to find out the future leaders and set Transformation Blueprint which will help Textile
industry to overcome the challenges in this pandemic situation & hence go further.
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Industry Partners
Setting Transformation Blueprint (STB) is an exemplary initiative by Textile
Today that allows the young Transformation Leaders (TLs) to dig out a great
opportunity for their career as well as for the industry. One thing I mainly want
to highlight is that in academic environment what we learn and in real life
what we experience are far different. In this context, this idea of brainstorming
under supervision of experienced industry experts, industry and academic
supervisors will give them a real-life experience and exposure. They will also
learn how to find out a particular problem and deal it. To solve a problem, it
is fundamentally important to identify the root causes. This STB project will
teach them how to find out the root causes and resolve the issues.

Md. Hasib Uddin
Chairman
APS Group

In a nutshell, the combined effort of Expert, Supervisors and the Transformation
Leader will help the industry to solve real-life problems which will be
exemplary solution for others to follow as well. I am hopeful that this timely
great initiative will be very successful and show pathways to the industry in
this critical time of business.

Engr. Md. Hasan Kajmir Mahmud

Md. Amanur Rahman

Director
South West Composite Ltd.

Director
Dysin Group

In Bangladesh Textile Sector every year
average import raw material is around 15
Billion USD. On the other hand we can say
that there is ready customer in Bangladesh
garments industry which size is 15 Billion
USD. Bangladeshi industry is looking for new
product and new market but it's the time
to focus on alternate production of textile
import item. Instead of investment regular
export product South West want to focus on
new item in Textile Sector, which is mainly
imported from other country. South West
Composite Ltd focusing on textile product
transformation to contribute Textile Today
STB initiative.

In recent years, the T&A industry of Bangladesh
has been under pressure for slow growth. Now with
Covid-19 pandemic, our industry has been hit hard with
order cancellations and reduction of order volume. As
a result, the industry is facing challenge of maintaining
productivity & profitability.
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To overcome these challenges and to ensure
sustainability of our industry, the only way is to invest
in Innovation and improvement of people efficiency.
We believe the transformation leaders trained through
Textile Today’s initiative for Setting Transformation
Blueprint (STB) shall be able to support the T&A
Industry of Bangladesh for achieving this goal. We are
excited to be associated with this initiative.
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Technology Partner

Bhaskar Ranjan Saha
Managing Director
The Analyst Ltd

Transformation is the necessity in time demand for next generation business in all aspects of
its four structured and strategic functional Pillars - Marketing & Sales, Products & Production,
Human Resources and finally, Finance, Accounting & Information System aligned with
Sustainable Development Goals as the World Goals by 2030. We, Bangladesh, do not have
the way to deny it. This is indeed a praiseworthy and timely initiative ‘Setting Transformation
Blueprint (STB) for Textile & Apparel Industry’ initiated by TextileToday, who is a first and
foremost voice for Bangladesh Textile and Apparels Industry, in all together called as ‘Clothing
Industry’ as a Public Media covering Global Clothing Industry. We, TheAnalyst, are very much
glad being associated with this Initiative as a ‘STB Technology Partner’ with our industry
specific best endeavours - Services, Systems (ERP-EPM-BI) and Solutions for unifying goals.
We are partnered up for any size & scale of vertically integrated Textile and Apparel Industry
Management Efficiency & Productivity Enhancement with Globally Established European Origin
Industry Specific Comprehensive ERP suites and solutions Provider ‘Datatex’, ‘TimeSSD’ for
PMTS-Computation of SMV and our own ERP ‘ApparelOne’ for RMG to make agile Supply
Chain and Value Chain Management within the Group Companies integrating all the business
processes in a data driven integrated business process management system. The initiative
‘STB’ is very much aligned with our initiatives ‘Management Transformation in Digitisation is
Imperative for Textile and Apparel Industry to enhance Management Efficiency and Productivity’
and ‘Bhaskar Accounting Lab, Accounting for Business to Shine Your Light’ in today’s VUCA
(Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, Ambiguity) World. We are learned confidently ‘No way other
than Transformation’ for Way Forward of the Industry to its next level on going through our last
Twelve Years direct C-level Work Experience at Industry Work Places.
We are very much hoped and assured of that this initiative ‘STB’ will facilitate Bangladesh
Textile and Apparels Industry to the next level for its Achievement of RMG Export Target of
USD 50.00 Billion and business sustainability. We are wishing TextileToday all the best success
of its initiative ‘STB’ recognising their relentless services and supports for the development
of Bangladesh Textile and Apparel Industry to make it sustainable. We do believe in that ‘The
Industry is Sustainable, We all are Sustainable’.
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7th Season Key Facts
(Up to Now)

40+

1214

150+

25

Campus
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Participants

Experts
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Events
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8
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60+
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Transformation
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Title Sponsor

Powered By
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Company
Engagement

Gold Sponsor
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University Partners
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Running

Special Award

T-shirt Partners
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Snacks Partner

Media Partners

Cricket & Cricketers

House 25A (2nd Floor) Lake Drive Road,
Sector 7, Uttara, Dhaka 1230
Cell: +88 01775999748
Email: monir@textiletoday.com.bd
www.textiletalenthunt.com

Organized by

Driving business with knowledge

season
2019-20

Projects

I n tro d u c i n g T T H -ST B P roj ect s

Project Name

Making shrinkage percentage consistent in denim
garments manufacturing and washing processes
The textile fabric has a common feature that it shrinks in wet processing. Woven fabric shrinkage
(2-4%) will vary from knits shrinkage (3-8%). Shrinkage of stretchable fabric (10-18%) is higher
compared to normal woven fabrics. In between two steps this shrinkage varies a lot which causes
garments rejection in terms of shipment. The amount of this rejection can be huge if shrinkage
percentage fluctuates.

Factory Partner

The project aims to bring consistency in shrinkage deviation in case of woven denim garments. Though, finding
shrinkage cannot be fully reduced because fabric has a common nature of shrinking after wash. It would be
noteworthy for industry if deviation can be controlled at a constant level.

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Ayon Sadman
BGMEA University of
Fashion & Technology

Engr. Md. Nasir Ullah
Country Manager,
Officina+39

Md. Saiful Islam Khan
General Manager, Washing
Denitex Limited (Armana Group)

Most. Setara Begum
Assistant Professor & Head.
Department of TE, BUFT

Project Name

Developing a SOP for 100% micro polyester yarn
dyeing to improve RFT to 90%
Dyeing factories are facing problem of frequent re-processing in 100% micro polyester yarn
dyeing to match desired shade. The reasons are unintentional changes of process parameters
and changes in chemicals. Which increases lead time and cost of dyeing. Highest practiced RFT%
in dye houses is 70% where 30% dyeing requires reprocessing.
In this project, it would be working to improve to 90% or close to it. There will be a significant
saving of time and cost for dyeing 100% micro polyester yarn by developing a Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) for micro polyester yarn dyeing.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Md Akhtarujjaman
Bangladesh University
Of Textiles (BUTEX)

Md. Salauddin Sk
Technical Manager
Harris & Menuk

Md. Mijanur Rahman
AGM Yarn Dyeing
South West Composite Ltd.

Mustafijur Rahman
Assistant Professor, Dyes and
Chemicals Engineering Department
BUTEX.
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Project Name

Indigo Dyeing in Yarn Package Dyeing Machine
As having a significant demand of the washing effects on casual Polo Shirt, T-Shirt and other
knitted fabric garments like indigo dyes on denim, the project would produce various washing
effects on the fabric surface. The fact is as Slasher or Rope Dyed Indigo Yarn are not suitable/
available for casual Polo Shirt, T-Shirt and other knitted fabric garments because they generally dye
yarn of lower count. Furthermore, Rope or Slasher dyeing machines are very expensive compare to
package dyeing machine.

Factory Partner

This project would work to achieve uniform indigo dyeing in package dyeing machine. It may be a
groundbreaking innovation!

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Aminul Islam Shakil
Bangladesh University
Of Textiles (BUTEX)

Hasan Kajmir Mahmud
Director, South West
Composite Ltd

Md. Mijanur Rahman
AGM Yarn Dyeing, South
West Composite Ltd

Solaiman Bin Ali
Lecturer, Dapartment of Wet
Processing Engineering, BUTEX

Project Name

Resolving Phenolic yellowing problem
Most of the dyeing factory has been facing Phenolic yellowing as a major problem for white or
slightly colored fabric. Unstable acid using for controlling pH in dye bath is the major cause of
phenolic yellowing problem. Another reason is that, factories are not using purely non-ionic softener.

Factory Partner

The project hypothesizes that these two reasons can be solved by using stable acid & purely nonionic softener. Storage in poly-ethylene begs or film containing butylated-hydroxytolune, which
is the main cause of phenolic yellowing problem. Chemicals which do not contain butylatedhydroxytolune maybe solving the problem of yellowing.

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Atiqur Rahman
Textile Engineering
College, Noakhali

Md. Salauddin Sk
Technical Manager
Harris & Menuk

Mr. Mahbub Alam
(Sr. Vice President) Head
of Dyeing Department
Robintex Group

Mohammad Maksudur Rahman
Lecturer, Textile Engineering
College , Noakhali
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Project Name

Improving the quality of recycled cotton fiber
The project aims to find out ways to improve the quality of recycled cotton fiber by either seeing
if the machine parts modifications have any impact on the final output or what the perfect blend
ratio is, that gives the desired output. The quality of recycled fiber will never have quality values
equal to the original fiber. Specifically, fiber length and length uniformity will be impacted, which
will limit the end-use application. However, due to the growing market of recycled cotton fibers,
it requires to find the way to improve the properties of the resultant yarn produced from recycled
cotton fibers.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Fahim Abrar Sadik
Ahsanullah University of
Science and Technology

Irin Akhter
Material Manager
G-Star Raw

K.M. Kashiful Hasan
DGM, Mosharaf Composite
Textile Mills Limited

Subrata Kumar Saha
Asst Professor, Dept. Of Textile
Engineering, AUST

Project Name

Reducing shade variation by systematic
approach to blind dyeing
Shade variation from batch to batch is a very common problem in exhaust dyeing. It is the cause
of wastage of dyes, auxiliaries & most importantly water as those are needed to be used extra
during re-dyeing in the color assessment stage to gain the required shade depth. The extra
usage is undoubtedly the main cause of extra cost. It paves the way of initiation of blind dyeing
project so that RFT is achieved & use of extra water & chemicals is reduced thereby reducing
cost of the industry to an optimum level. If blind dyeing is achieved for the project factory, the
industry's RFT percentage would be increased by following this practice which in turn would
increase production efficiency in the dyeing floor. The project team is practically optimistic that
if the parameters are maintained without fault, it can achieve same shade in even 100 batches.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Chanchal Saha
Ahsanullah University of
Science and Technology

Md.Rashedul Islam
GM(Knitting & Dyeing)
APS GROUP

Aminul Islam
AGM(Dyeing & Finishing),
APS GROUP

Joyjit Ghosh
Lecturer, Ahsanullah University of
Science & Technology
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Project Name

Comparative study between cationic cotton dyeing and
conventional dyeing: An approach towards sustainability
This project would explore the cationic cotton dyeing method that can reduce the amount of
using water, chemical, auxiliaries and energy consumption. In the conventional dyeing method,
using a huge amount of water, salt, soda, energy, and dye are common. Almost 30 to 35 percent
dye remain unfixed in reactive dye (Hydrolysis of Dye). Those all are ultimately producing
environmental pollution and reducing the efficiency of the process. A huge amount of salt
remains in the dye bath and it is almost impossible to recycle. All those (unfix dye, salt, soda, and
other auxiliaries) make the wastewater more complex to treat in ETP.

Factory Partner

The cationic cotton dyeing method can ensure the maximum use of dye (more than 90% dye is utilized) and
reduce the processing time hence improve productivity. Cationic cotton dyeing will reduce the number of wash
offs and the necessity of neutralization. So in concern of sustainability and profitability, this method may be the
alternative of the conventional method.

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Ashik Abedin
Textile Engineering
College, Chattagram

Syed Iqbal Rizvi
Managing Director
Sameet Dye-Chem Ltd.

Md. Rashedul Islam
GM(Knitting & Dyeing)
APS GROUP

Kazi Sirajul Islam
Lecturer, Dyes and Chemicals
Engineering Department, BUTEX.

Project Name

Selection of Right Cotton for a Spinning Mill
In this project the project team would develop a model for selecting of right cotton for a spinning
mill which would help mills to minimize costs and maximize quality. In order to manage cotton
spinning mills effectively, it needs to do 4 things well namely; Choice of right cotton, a Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) for cotton, procurement of right cotton at right price and minimize
risk cotton price fluctuations. In case of a cotton spinning mill, cotton is the major cost as
enjoining of more than sixty percent and therefore managing cotton is the most important thing
to put significant impact on profitability.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Tofayel Ahsan Bilash
Bangladesh University
Of Textiles (BUTEX)

Abdul Wadud
CEO & Management Consultant
Transform

K.M Kashiful Hasan
DGM, Mosharaf Composite
Textile Mill Ltd

Bashar Uddin
Lecturer, Department of Yarn
Engineering, BUTEX
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Project Name

Development of a Regular Clothing with Protection
To add an extra protection in our regular clothing was the concern to initiate the project. The
project team aims to develop new a garment that can be used as regular clothing as well as
washable but it has some special features like it has attached mask, gloves and head cover
which will provide protection from pathogens and pollution of the environment. Having all those
features it will be designed in such a way that it will look very fashionable and comfortable to
wear. The fabric construction outside of the garment will give protection and inside of the
garment will provide comfort. It will reduce the use of one time gloves and masks.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Md Masud Rana Sumon Khan
Ahsanullah University of
Science and Technology

Engr. Rafat Hasan Chowdhury
Director, Huetech Yarn Limited

Aminul Islam
Assistant General Manager,
APS Group

Md. Koushic Uddin
Assistant Professor, AUST

Project Name

Crease Free dyeing at 1:6 Liquor Ratio
The concern of this project is to find out the solution of crease mark. In cotton dyeing, crease
mark is one of the major fault in fabric which may cause the fabric rejection so it is important to
remove crease mark. By removing this fault factories can get even dyeing and reduce rejection
of the fabric.

Factory Partner

Current dyeing liquor ratio is 1:8 where needs extra chemical, water. And create crease mark
which is the cause of extra process time. This project would explore if a factory can dye at
1:6 liquor ratio it will reduce extra chemical & water and reduce crease mark by using special
treatment.

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Md. Fazle Rabby
BGMEA University of
Fashion & Technology

Md. Rahat Ullah rashed
Head of Technical Support
Taiwan Persotex Corporation

Amitabh Biswas
Asst. General Manager ,
HAMS Dyeing

Most. Setara begum
Assistant Professor & Head.
Department of TE, BUFT
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Project Name

Fully Fashion Knitwear Garments Design for Saree
This project will modify the conventional saree. Women waste a large amount of time wearing a
single sharee. They need extra many parts of fabric to complete the wearing. We will reduce the
making cost by making it fully fashioned knitwear. The conventional sharee is mainly woven where
yarn preparation is needed like winding, warping, sizing, yarn dyeing and designing of these are
more complicated in loom. The project would see if it can replace the conventional one by fully
fashioned knitwear design by warp knitting to control extensibility, more flexible, high thickness
and low shrinkage.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Faujia Mushtari
Jashore University of Science
and Technology (JUST)

Ziaur Rahman
Senior Programmer (Jacquard),
Crown Exclusive Wear Ltd

Israt Ahmed
Chief Instructor, Shima Seiki
Showroom and Institute
(Bangladesh)

Habibur Rahman
Assistant Professor, Department of
Textile Engineering, JUST

Project Name

Creating market demand for vortex yarn
The project would explore if the market demand for vortex yarn can be created. Vortex
technology has significant advantages over ring and open-end spinning systems in blended and
synthetic yarn with respect to piling. It is capable of producing yarns at around twenty times
the rate of ring frames and three times faster than rotor machines. Also, the process loss during
fabrication (Knitting, dyeing and finishing) is lesser than ring or open-end yarn. The structure
of vortex yarn is claimed to be similar to the ring yarn. But due to the structure of Vortex yarn
made fabrics is bit crispy feel than ring yarn.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Hasan Mazharul Haq
Bangladesh University Of
Textiles (BUTEX)

Abdul Wadud
CEO & Management Consultant,
TRANSFORM

K.M Kashiful Hasan
DGM, Mosharaf
Composite Textile

Md. Bashar Uddin
Lecturer, Yarn Engineering
Department, BUTEX
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Project Name

Study on factors influence the % to RFT failure in knit dyeing
This project would work on the RFT dyeing by figuring out the root causes of less RFT%. Less
RFT% has an indirect impact on productivity and profit as it consumes more water, energy and
time. By establishing a chart with the key factors which are the major causes of less RFT% will
help the factory to standardize an SOP for every operation that finally results to improve RFT%
of the factory.

Factory Partner

Seeking optimum shade is a big concern of dyeing processes rather re-work as it is a part
of the day-to-day practice in dyeing floor. For this, analysing the major factors influence% of
RFT failure is a must. Through root cause analysis, the project team can determine the factors
involved in less RFT % and establish SOP for improvement. Expectation from the project is to
establish blind dyeing in the Dyehouse.

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Ibrahim Hossain Pappu
Daffodil International
University

Irin Akter
Material Manager
G-Star Raw

Mr. Mahbub Alam
(Sr. Vice President) Head
of Dyeing Department
Robintex Group

Ms. Nawshin Farzana
Assistant Professor, Daffodil
International University

Project Name

Reduction of changeover time during style change
The project would work to find out and establish least possible time for style to style change
over in sewing production .The garment industry is facing the greatest challenge from shorter
lead time and smaller order quantity which demands a manufacturing layout that is flexible with
the efficient and quick response production system. It has become increasingly important to
economically manufacture products in smaller and smaller batches. With the lead time getting
shorter and order quantity getting smaller it has become imperative for manufacturing units to
develop flexible production systems and quick change over systems from one style to another.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Shah Jahid Majumder
Shyamoli Textile
Engineering College

Bhaskar Ranjan Saha
Managing Director
The Analyst Limited

Omor Faruk Ahammed
Technical Manager
4 Stitch Knit Composite Ltd

Almamun Rony
Lecturer - Shyamoli Textile
Engineering College
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Project Name

Meeting RSL & MRSL, while producing recent fashion
demand from brands by AOP printing
Though it may not achieve all fashion effects required by the brands in AOP printing. The goal
of this project is to achieve as many as fashion effects by AOP printing process following RSL &
MRSL of brands. For getting orders from brands and build reputation we need to meet RSL or
Restricted Substances List repeatedly. The concern is to achieve fashion effects from brands in
AOP printing with meeting their RSL & MRSL. Then final product will be safe for human beings
and the process will not create any hazard for environment. For an organization in Bangladesh
the final goal is to achieve reputation from brands by providing consistent Green Products
as well as keeping our environment safe. The expectations from the project is to develop a
guideline to make the final AOP products safe for human beings by complying with RSL, MRSL.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Kazi Farhan Hossain Purba
Bangladesh University of
Textiles

Monirul Alam
Sr. General Manager-Printing at
DYSIN-CHEM LTD

Moksudul Alam
Sr. Manager r(Marketing) at
DYSIN-CHEM LTD

Solaiman Bin Ali
Lecturer, Dapartment of Wet
Processing Engineering, BUTEX

Project Name

Process minimization of knit garment dyeing by using the
nebulizing system on the E-flow machine
In the mordanting process, traditional process water consumption is on an avg 10 liter/kg of
garments. Within the existing process, huge amount water of whole dyeing process is consumed.
So, this project will work if it can optimize the mordanting operation while the proposal
benchmark is 1 liter/kg. As of the result it could be saving a mentionable amount of water up
to 9 liter/kg garments. And overall, the nebulized mordanting process would bring an extra
dimension to the global sustainable fashion market by meeting sustainability requirements, and
also maintains the social responsibility by minimizing the terrible impact on the environment.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Mohammad Ishaque
Bangladesh University of
Textiles (BUTEX)

Engr. Md. Nasir Ullah
Country Manager,
Officina+39

Engr. Sajedur Rahman
Washing Head,
Epyllion Washing Ltd.

Upama Nasrin Haq
Lecturer, Bangladesh University of
Textiles.
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Project Name

Acetic Acid Manufacturing plan project from wastage/by products
The project will explore if we can produce Acetic Acid locally. The project opts to manufacture
Acetic Acid from wastage (cow dung &kitchen wastage, sugarcane, bagasses, poultry intestine
& molasses) that must reduce the manufacturing cost & environment pollution rate.

Factory Partner

Acetic Acid is an important commodity used in chemical & textile industry about 13.2 million
tons which value at USD 8.6 billion in 2019.The Market expanded to grow at a CAGR of around
5.75% to reach USD 12 billion in the forecast period of 2020 to2025 reported by Expert Market
Research entitled "Acetic Acid Market Report and Forecast 2020 to2025". A market study on
glacial Acetic Acid disclose a large gap between its demand & supply.

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Academic Supervisor

Mushfiq Ahmed
Textile Engineering
College, Zorargonj,
Chattogram

Md. Hasan Kajmir Mahmud
Director, South West
Composite Ltd

Dr. Abu Mohammad Azmal
Morshed
Assistant Professor,
Department of Chemistry.
BUTEX

Project Name

Assessing the dirt spot and oil stain problem in the finished garments
The project concern is to find the root causes of why the dirt/oil spot appears in the finished
garments and will make an SOP (Standard operating procedure).

Factory Partner

Dirt spot and oil stain is a sensitive issue in the apparel industry. Most garment factories in
Bangladesh having this issue at a rate of higher than acceptable DHU (Defect per Hundred
Units). It decreases the quality of products; A buyer cannot accept a faulty batch of product.
So, factories do extra treatment with the product, which has a spot/stain to decrease the rate
as possible they can. But it increases the average cost of a product.

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Rajath Roy
Daffodil International
University

Bhaskar Ranjan Saha
Managing Director
The Analyst Limited

Mizanur Rahman Gazi
Executive Vice President
RobinTex Bangladesh Ltd

Mst. Murshida Khatun
Assistant Professor
Daffodil International University
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Project Name

Increase RFT by finding out the root cause of reprocessing
This project is to find out the root causes and optimizing the process it can get 4-6% increased
rate of RFT. There are a certain amount of batches are being re-dyed Due to "Shade Mis-match".
This results in excess use of water, energy and chemicals, which leads to higher expenses. The
process also requires more time than would be ideal. The re-dyeing of fabric also leads to
the increase of production cost. The extra time taken in re-dyeing has a negative impact on
the lead time of the end-product. The team aims to work on RFT in dyeing to improve the
competitiveness, reduce excessive chemical cost, increase the loading capacity, shorten the
lead time and deduce the business risk etc.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Samiul Islam Jubair
BGMEA University of
Fashion & Technology

Md. Rahat Ullah Rashed
Head of Technical Support
Taiwan persotex corporation

Md. Nuruzzaman
DGM South West
Composiet Ltd

Most. Setara begum
Assistant Professor & Head.
Department of TE, BUFT

Project Name

Productivity and Profit increase of Apparel industry by
applying Value Stream Mapping
This project would help prioritize the overall process and offers an overview to see at a glance
the constraints and delays in any process by which it is possible to check single status about the
progress of each task. So, by eliminating waste and reducing Non-Productive Time, productivity
and profit can be increased. In present situation, 85 % of Non-productive time is found in apparel
industry specially sewing floor while industry benchmark is above 80%. If we optimize the waste
& percentage of NPT and find unique solutions for those problems, then we can automatically
increase the efficiency of apparel industry. The team would enquire how VSM can be effectively
used to improve the efficiency and performance of apparel industry by providing high quality
garments. VSM identifies value & non value added activities to reduce in-process cycle time,
inventory, over processing, defects, excess motion, waiting & transportation properly. The
project will also compare productivity and profit before and after implementing new technique.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Khadiza Akter Mitu
Bangladesh University of
Textiles

Shafiur Rahman
Regional Operations
Manager of G-Star Raw

Abul Kalam
Mgr. IE & Planning APS
Groupsss

Fahmida Faiza
Lecturer, Department of Textile
Engineering, Prime Asia University .
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Project Name

A Sustainable approach to meeting with the shade of knit
fabric by first time dyeing in textile dyeing industry
In dyeing house, the sade variation from lab dip to bulk production is regular case. The many
problems for successful conversion of laboratory scale to bulk are caused by wrong recipie
choice. Shade mismatched are also occurred due to limit accuracy variation of important
variables such as moisture content of dye and substrate, weiging of dyes, chemicals & substrate,
dye standardization and pH of dye bath etc. The project would find out a proper recipe and
maintain these important variables with highest accuracy to get the more bulk dyeing efficiency
within first time.

Factory Partner

In bulk dyeing production, industry always face the problem of shade variation i.e, its difficult
to get the right shade in first time dyeing. Current RFT efficiency in industry on an average 20%
while the industry benchmark is 70%.

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Md. Syful Islam
Mawlana Bhashani Science
and Technology University

Md. Asif Ikram Sajib
Manager, Hongkong NICCA
Chemical Co, LTd.

Md. Nuruzzaman
Deputy General Manager
South West Composite Ltd

Dr. Md. Mahbubul Bashar
Assistant Professor, Mawlana Bhashani
Science and Technology University

Project Name

Benchmark establishing on usage of process water in dyeing
IN dyeing, huge amount of water needed which impacts on the cost, production time and our
water source. Sustainability is now big concern for the both environment and business. This
project aims to to set a benchmark on usage of process water by collecting data from various
factories and compare with existing data of a particular factory. The project team would collect
some industrial data of process water and process information from several factories to choose
best and compare between those data to create benchmark. The project expects that in many
ways, it can save water such as reduce the number of bath, eliminating overflow rinses, skip
unnecessary wash, m/c maintain properly, reduce reprocess.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Tanvir Ahammed
Textile Engineering College
,Zorargonj, Chattagram

Md. Asif Ikram Sajib
Manager, Hongkong NICCA
Chemical Co, LTd.

Amitabh Biswas
Asst. General Manager ,
HAMS Dyeing

Engr. Saifur Rahman,
Assistant Professor, Textile Engineering
College, Zorargonj, Chattagram
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Project Name

Developing jute-cotton blend yarn with mélange effect to
increase quality of yarn & reduce the cost in Rotor spinning
Jute-cotton blend yarn with mélange effect is the one of the opportunities for our textile sector.
But the jute/cotton yarn hasn't yet started production commercially for some challenges
like high hairiness, wastage & unevenness produced in conventional jute/cotton blend yarn
manufacturing process. Besides, cropping of jute fibers increase allergic problem for human
skin and also crate problem in twisting of yarn. This project is designed to reduce 3-5% hairiness,
approx. 20% wastage reduction and eliminate the allergic problem of jute cotton blend yarn
where the blend ration is 70:30(cotton: jute) which will reduce cost at least (8-10) %. The team
also wants to develop mélange effect by dyeing jute fiber of jute/cotton blend yarn. This will be
the alternative of flax-cotton mélange.

Factory Partners

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Tanvir Hossain
Bangladesh University of
Textiles (BUTEX)

Mohammad Shadekul Islam
Product Engineer at IKEA
supply AG

Mr. K.M Kashiful Hasan
DGM, Mosharaf Composite
Textile Mill Ltd

Md. Numan Bin Faruqe
(Senior Executive
Lab & QC department)
Zaber & Zubair Fabrics
Limited (Z&Z)

MD. SHARIF AHMED
Bangladesh University of
Textiles (BUTEX)

Project Name

Cutting Waste Minimization
This project would align the problems of cutting and dyeing in a specific way so that the
fabric quality is alright and it is possible to produce according to the specific quality in a short
time and reduce excess cost of the factory. Today's textiles are the most valued in the world
depending on the fabric. The project is to solve the small problems of the cutting and dyeing
area by providing timely production and increasing the fabric quality by aligning the cutting
and dyeing. If the fabric consistency is right, it will be possible to produce the right quality
cutting fabric in a short time. Garment factories will minimize all waste related to cutting and
dyeing so as to increase profits.

Factory Partner

Project Team Members

Transformation Leader

Industry Expert

Industry Supervisor

Academic Supervisor

Samrat Halder
World university of
Bangladesh

Biswajit Saha
Executive Director
SB Style Composite Ltd.

Omor Faruk Ahammed
Technical Manager
4 Stitch Knit Composite Ltd

Md. Shamsuzzaman Rasel
Lecturer, Dept. TE
World University Of Bangladesh
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, DyStar, econfidence and Remazol are registered trademarks of DyStar Colours Distribution GmbH
Oeko-Tex is a registered trademark of Oeko-Tex Service GmbH. bluesign is a registered trademark of bluesign technologies ag.
Copyright of the material in this advertisement is owned by, or licensed to, DyStar Singapore Pte Ltd.
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shakti@smsourcing.biz
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Transforming Human Capital
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Engr. Uzzal Dakua

Protect Corona by using

MELT BLOWN FABRIC
SMS FABRIC
SPUNBOND FABRIC

For Surgical Mask, Respirator Mask, Folded Mask, Medical
Masks, Operation Gown, Protection Suit, Aprons, Medical Caps,
Round Hat, Shoe Cover, Disposable Bedding And Others
Protective Items…

25A (2nd Floor), Lake Drive Road,
Sector 7, Uttara, Dhaka 1230, Bangladesh
M. +88 01717 035 812, +88 01775 999 748
E. mezbah@apptexsourcing.com

Grow in
Business
with
Alibaba.com
Be the Gold Supplier and Access

The World’s Biggest
B2B Market Place

Authorized Channel Partner

25A (2nd Floor), Lake Drive Road,
Sector 7, Uttara, Dhaka 1230, Bangladesh

T. +88 02 55093682
M. +88 01775 430 787, +88 01717 035 812
E. wb-mdarif-uz659923@alibaba-inc.com

